
The Hopeful Truth of the "Everlasting Good News", One More Time

What is the good news?

(Mark 1:14-15) Now after John was put under arrest Jesus went into Galilee, preaching the good news of God 15 and
saying: “The appointed time has been fulfilled, and the kingdom of God has drawn near. Be repentant, you people, and
have faith in the good news.”

When Jesus Christ first came for his 3.5 years [first] ministry no one knew what good news was. Not at this scale of eventual reality
that is. Jesus Christ had to come to even explain what GOD NEWS is, that is the GOOD NEWS.

First off, he had to reveal who he was as the Christ from God Almighty in Jesus Christ to a few friends. Then Jesus proceeded to
explain the truth of the situation here on Earth, and also there in Israel. Jesus Christ is the "Good News", what the "Gospel" has meant
in its direct meaning ever since.

Now what they have not been telling us for a number of reasons, not the least being it was not yet time, is the openness and freeness
of Jesus Christ first 3.5 year ministry will be REPEATED in his "second coming" for 3.5 completing years as the ultimate "seven
times" of the seven based spiritual perfection God always has used since Genesis 1.

That is why it is called Everlasting Good News at Christ's second coming because he is coming FIRST to complete his own ministry in
the same friendly, free, open, hopeful, guaranteed and actually GOOD NEWS manner.

It is for the human-sheep "nation" (Eze37:26; Eze34:25)...

8th Covenant of God

...that he now "is to be called" the "Eternal father" head of for God leading to God's Supreme Fatherhood re-established as His spirit
born and earthly-children have been kidnapped, at present.

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.”

Because "Good News" Christ is now the Immortal Mighty God with "his attendants" in the Kingdom Angelic Air Force (Rev16:17) with
global scope power of "all authority on Earth" as in Heaven, as stated his final ministry will be global, angelic, and complete in the final
1290 days of Daniel 12:11 as the final 3.5 years. Because Christ arrives in full Kingdom "not from this earthly source" power he can
accommodate anyone willing.

This time, unlike the deluge, it is NOT being transitioned into more demonic rule.

This time, what he has to say about the GREAT NEWS will be brought in and forever, "everlasting" and immortal, at that. Because it
will transition the "nation delivered" from the "Red Sea" (Rev14:17-20) of the Har-Magedon militarized planet [monopolized condition]
under the "8th King" World Government by that time, it will be open for salvation to anyone, even then human avowed enemies of God
and Christ.

As with John the Baptist mission meaning, the "last witness" of the 1260 days "prophesy AGAIN" (Rev10:11) will be like "Elijah"
announcing the full arrival of Christ (Rev11:1-7) to complete his own ministry by fully gathering the final willing people becoming sheep
and those already sheep into the final agreed upon world "national" salvation as these people will be the first humans of the first
generation of the then global prelude of the One Thousand Year Reign of Jesus Christ.

After that is all secured the final rival sovereign to present in that Daniel 12:11 period, the final rival to appear on planet Earth in the
"8th King" "King North" "seven headed scarlet wildbeast" "King Fierce" whole Daniel 2 "immense image" of WORLD
GOVERNMENT will rule its first and final "one hour" to its divinely permitted completion and be deposed universally by Christ
(Rev19:11-21; Dan2:31-45), for its "seven headed dragon" will also be taken down to "the abyss". (Rev20:1-3; Isa24:21-22)

Jesus already foretold that human beings would not even complete the "circuit of the cities of Israel" much less all the cities in any
nation much less all the cities of the world, the "global circuit".

(Matthew 10:23) When they persecute you in one city, flee to another; for truly I say to you, you will by no means
complete the circuit of the cities of Israel until the Son of man arrives.

But his angels can as he completes his own ministry to the stated extent here.

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.”

Thus, as Christ completes his own ministry for God, his first ministry began with the similar appeal:

(Mark 1:14-15) Now after John was put under arrest Jesus went into Galilee, preaching the good news of God 15 and
saying: “The appointed time has been fulfilled, and the kingdom of God has drawn near. Be repentant, you people, and
have faith in the good news.”

Had God's purpose been different Christ would have liked to have completed the global "good news" through Israel the original
covenanted national vessel. But due to the nation placing less than faithful men in their leadership capacity, who broke the covenant,
things did not occur like that.

(1 Corinthians 2:6-10) 6 Now we speak wisdom among those who are mature, but not the wisdom of this system of things
nor that of the rulers of this system of things, who are to come to nothing. 7 But we speak God’s wisdom in a sacred
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secret, the hidden wisdom, which God foreordained before the systems of things for our glory. 8 This [wisdom] not one
of the rulers of this system of things came to know, for if they had known [it] they would not have impaled the glorious
Lord. 9 But just as it is written: “Eye has not seen and ear has not heard, neither have there been conceived in the heart
of man the things that God has prepared for those who love him.” 10 For it is to us God has revealed them through his
spirit, for the spirit searches into all things, even the deep things of God.

And as the apostles spread the "good news" as an unfolding Kingdom mission to do so as directed by Christ, not religion we know
now, "Christendom" could have been the means by which the "good news" was made known with power to all mankind. But as it turns
out the history of religion is a history of "bad news" and broken manmade experiments.

Now we can read this scripture in its context.

(Matthew 10:22-23) And you will be objects of hatred by all people on account of my name; but he that has endured to the
end is the one that will be saved. 23 When they persecute you in one city, flee to another; for truly I say to you, you will by
no means complete the circuit of the cities of Israel until the Son of man arrives.

Now it is true the way of love and the spirit of the truth in all honesty does not harmonize with the ways the kingdoms of this world
operate, there would be conflict in the command to "obey God rather than men".

And there are indeed evil people inhabiting Earth for a while longer who are not going to cooperate with beneficial laws of God as
emulated and taught by Christ, they will resist and at times destroy people and things contrary to their hurtful nature.

And we have much religious conducted hypocrisy making the matter worse, so now many Christians are "objects of hatred" due to
hypocritical religion, unfortunately.

(Matthew 7:21-23) 21 “Not everyone saying to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter into the kingdom of the heavens, but the one
doing the will of my Father who is in the heavens will. 22 Many will say to me in that day, ‘Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy
in your name, and expel demons in your name, and perform many powerful works in your name?’ 23 And yet then I will
confess to them: I never knew you! Get away from me, you workers of lawlessness.

Thus religion itself is not divine and there is no guarantees in it, it just pays well to make those claims we find out because it draws
many people into the religious web whose objective was to connect with their spiritual need and learn more about God to worship
Him.

But, turns out, those who "cash the checks" in religion are not the same as those who "write the checks", it, like say Jehovah's
witnesses "true religion", turns into a racket "harlot" at times, like Judas was also a thief.

Therefore, as an example we know now, with Christendom's and JW "religion" and behavioral record on Earth, unfortunately, it is not
due to Christ's name that many in the quest to be Christians are hated and despised by the disgusted common man of the world in
certain cases, it is due to known racketeering hypocrisy.

(2 Peter 2:1-3) However, there also came to be false prophets among the people, as there will also be false teachers
among you. These very ones will quietly bring in destructive sects and will disown even the owner that bought them,
bringing speedy destruction upon themselves. 2 Furthermore, many will follow their acts of loose conduct, and on
account of these the way of the truth will be spoken of abusively. 3 Also, with covetousness they will exploit you with
counterfeit words. But as for them, the judgment from of old is not moving slowly, and the destruction of them is not
slumbering.

But, the failure of religion as a whole is actually GREAT NEWS!

It means God understands and must make the final appeal very generous and understanding knowing now how "religious preachers"
are seen as a criminal joke by many, like with Jehovah's witnesses and their WTBTS Crime Lords.

God turns the bad into good on every attempt to suppress His purpose.

The last one will be the biggest one of them all!

Now just as the falling away of Israel was turned into good news for the gentile nations.

(Romans 11:15) For if the casting of them away means reconciliation for the world, what will the receiving of them mean
but life from the dead?

God uses apostate fallout situations and criminal lawless organizations using His own name as the shill for their con, to do something
very good and beneficial instead.

Because this final apostasy is leading to a judgment to prepare the final "good news" summary of the Christ arrival coming then as
Revelation 10:5-7 states it has to be ENORMOUS in epic impact to start to revive the faith of many, spirit aided free-of-religion at the
most personal level.

(Revelation 10:5-7) And the angel that I saw standing on the sea and on the earth raised his right hand to heaven, 6 and
by the One who lives forever and ever, who created the heaven and the things in it and the earth and the things in it and
the sea and the things in it, he swore: “There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh
angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to
his own slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a finish.”

This time Christ is coming in as "King of kings" God-Coronated in the "8th King" World Government face in that Daniel 12:11 period,
it WILL get an announcement from God.

(Revelation 11:3) And I will cause my two witnesses to prophesy a thousand two hundred and sixty days dressed in
sackcloth.



In fact, the failure of religions to complete the good news publication and to keep the covenant and the law of God means God
understands this dilemma, and in all fairness God must now turn the tables on this bad situation which will not change and use it for the
benefit of those he KNOWS want to worship him but have been misled, disgusted, stumbled or became doubtful due to all these
negative developments in the world and in religion. (Dan11:32-35)

This is also why "religions" cannot see the GOOD NEWS final meaning in Revelation 14. They are corporate non-human
"organizations" designed to milk sheep for a few "holy man" CEOs and "boards", just like Jehovah's witnesses evolved into in short
order where they are "the slaves" and their "publisher" Governing Body CEOs and the thieves in the so-called "Watchtower Society"
are sitting on at least 30 BILLION in JW assets—and SAYING NOTHING about any of this good news.

That is, the requirement always has been that in the Adamic age the good news will go global and there is no stopping it when its
1260 days Christ arrival announcing ministry and then his own "seven year" completion in the 3.5 years of Daniel 12:11.

CHRIST MUST COMPLETE HIS OWN MINISTRY, THERE IS NO OTHER CHOICE GIVEN HUMAN FAILING, AND IT IS
REQUIRED IN A PERFECT SEVEN. SEVEN YEARS TOTAL.

BUT, it will take the Kingdom Angels in the last prophetic period to accomplish this to all "those who dwell on the earth, and to every
nation and tribe and tongue and people".

That is Christ, by his holy and indomitable angels WILL complete his own ministry and it will be as freely available, hopeful and
guaranteed in divine love as his first, but global and EVERLASTING as all already stated in Revelation 14:6-7.

And thus the completion of Christ's ministry IN PERSON "in the midst of his enemies" (Ps110:2), as world government will go into
completion and complete to "place the disgusting thing" in final form in Daniel 12:11 with that final 1260 days ministry complete and
ceased (Rev11:7) as the "remove the constant feature" of Daniel 12:11's second criteria of activation is guaranteed.

That is the cleansed final ministry "little scroll" being ceased in Daniel 12:11 (as Rev11:7), well after apostate JW ministry is first
deposed in the future as Daniel 8:13-14 and its required cleansing timing, first.

The final Christ backed "Mighty God" ministry will transcend everything physical like religion it being the human made "harlot" (and
being deposed by world government at that time, anyways; Rev17:12-18), and human beings, and be accomplished as the first
mission of his arrival by the holy angels.

Now for further proof, the apostate failure of Jehovah's witnesses "leaving the holy covenant" (Dan11:30b) for instead "true religion",
which again corrupted into many idolatries based on men lifting themselves up (Dan11:32a; 2Thess2:3-4) for the worship due God
Almighty in the mediatorial authority position due only to Jesus Christ. This horrible lawless development is further "great news" proof
religion, "true religion", "false religion", is all a decoy and all false, and is not required to worship God or especially for his salvation
through Jesus Christ's PERFECT BLOOD alone.

As "bad news" as Jehovah's witnesses and their Neo-Papal Apostate Governing Body (Dan11:32a) and apostatized lawless
organization are, the "good news" is this final example of the failure of human attempts at policing the "worship of God" is actually
great news.

It means:

The final apostasy prophecy of God is fulfilling among Jehovah's witnesses (Dan11:30-35; Dan8:11-14; Zech3; 2Thess2:1-12;
Dan11:32a) to try to sever and discredit the last known advancement of prophecy, and to impede the final summary of the whole
prophecy which is sure to come anyways, to the fullest foreknown degree ever known to mankind:

(Revelation 1:1) A revelation by Jesus Christ, which God gave him, to show his slaves the things that must shortly
take place.

The entire final "time of the end" period, which will start with the epic apostate downfall of Jehovah's witnesses (and its timing
Dan8:13; starting Rev8) into a final failed false-prophecy context and its ministerial illegal cancellation, is instead, open for the
most flexible, divinely guaranteed and globally comprehensive salvation beyond imaginable. (Rev14:6-8);

It means God is NOT judging human beings by means of narrow corporate religious precepts, but by Jesus Christ at personal
level to every human of planet Earth, guaranteed—with no "end of the world" to manifest, but instead the world government final
"8th King" rival. (Rev13:3; Rev17:8-18; Dan7:26; Dan8:25; Dan11:44-45; Dan12:11; Dan2:31-45)

It means the final prophetic sequential time mapped periods of (1) Daniel 8:14 (1150 to 2300 days, unknown but assured), (2)
Revelation 11:3 (1260 days; Dan7:25; Dan12:7; Rev12:14; Rev13:5), and (3) Daniel 12:11 1290 days (Dan7:26; Rev14:1;
Rev19:1-10; Rev11:11-12), of the future, will become known as the final season of open salvation guaranteed which will become
ascertainable to anyone paying attention over several final years. (at the most personal non-religious level, eventually angel-of-
Christ-aided; Rev14:6-7);

 

"Time of the End" 1-2-3 Timed Prophecy Periods

(1) Temple Judgment (2) Final Ministry/Open Salvation (3) World Government/Christ
Arrival/Open Salvation

1150 or 2300 Days 1260 days 1290 Days
Daniel 8:13-14 events and timing; Daniel 12:1,7 events and timing Daniel 12:11 events and timing;

 Daniel 7:25; Revelation 11:1-7; 12:14;
13:3-7

Daniel 11:44-45; Dan7:26; Dan8:25;
Rev17:12-18; Dan2:44

Revelation 8 - Temple Judgment Parallel Revelation 9-:11:10 Revelation 9-:11:11-12
Trumpets 1-4 are the parallel of temple Trumpets 5-6 ministerial recovery to "final Trumpet 7 ends this period as Christ



judgment witnessing" Conquest
Revelation 16 - Global-Crisis Context Revelation 16:10-16 Revelation 16:17-20
First four "plagues" global-developmental
crisis parallel Plagues 5-6 darkening and gathering 7th Plague as Christ arrival

  Revelation 14:6-7 open salvation offer
 "Week" of Open Salvation; Genesis 7:4; Daniel 9:27

Seven Plagues as the Global Context of the Seven Trumpet Spiritual Missions

Great Tribulation Phase 1 "Tribulation of those days" "sword stroke" Great tribulation Phase 2 "Four
Winds"

 

What will manifest, in this time, is the final Kingdom Proclamation for 1260 days for the Messianic Kingdom completing arrival of
Christ in his "second coming"—and that coming to Earth is to also complete his own ministry by angels globally.

And because the future 1260 days "little scroll" prophecy summary and its final declarations of God's Kingdom will also not
reach the entire global scope of all human beings of planet Earth as in Matthew 10:23 "until the Son of man arrives", Christ will
complete that ministry in person, as the Immortal Mighty God with legions upon legions of holy angels.

And that will manifest during the whole Daniel 12:11 final period conclusion of 1290 days for the global sheep gathering and
ANYONE willing can accept that offer as it is guaranteed to be given to every living human being directly, at the most personal
level of appeal and awareness, one on one with Jesus Christ HIMSELF and his holy Kingdom Angels!

Now we can examine the devolution of Jehovah's Christian witnesses as their self-appointed apostate "Korah" lords and kings
[religious] leaders, and their profaned ministry (Dan11:31a; Dan11:32a) and their terminally corrupted organization attempted to
replace the "free gift" of God with their blasphemous man-invented private corporate 'legal system' and its demonic GB Priesthood of
Hoods.

The Jehovah's witnesses religion and its leadership, having attempted to throw God and Christ into the gutter (Zech3:3), have
instead attempted to draw the worship of humans to their own apostate man-made organ-ization and corporation idols, and
even baptize them in the name of also the Wormwood 'JW Org' "water". (Rev8:10-11)

Jehovah's witnesses have set up for human worship their own corporate leaders (2Thess2:3-4; Zech3:1-3), their leader's own
UN NGO wildbeast idol (Matt24:15; Dan11:31b; Dan8:13), their own corporate covenant illegal man-made "law" requirements,
their own profaned mundane "Caesar legalized" corporation idol, with the illegal, coerced, and enforced, sinner-made
obedience to these idolatrous elements as their requirement, and the "requirement for salvation". Lies. (2Thess2:11-12;
Rev2:2)

Jehovah's witnesses have globally claimed salvation is to be based on the human worship, service, loyalty and wealth given to
their own apostate human leaders, their apostate ministry, their apostatized man-corrupted illegal corporate "law covenant"
"organization" idol and for people "in the temple" to actively teach, promote, practice and condone many illegal and destructive
polices and alliances (UN NGO) for the control (and beating) of the sheep of Christ, and God's people of Earth and to reproach
God Almighty and His final prophecy validity before all the world and onto the minds and hearts, and into the "eyes", of all people
they could cast this bloody-mud reproach upon, and into.

The Good News is, it means God has to send Christ to complete the ministry in his own time as co-developing with "8th King" world
government, and he will use the basis of his own merit and sacrificial atonement for the world he has purchased (1John2:2), as being
the Christ Messiah sent from, and as the foremost worshiper before, God Almighty.

Of course, the truth is, Christ's ministry as a man was superior to any human ministry that has ever existed. He wrote nothing down, he
stayed only a few years, they rubbed him out in an ignominious death by an unjust illegal kangaroo court, they thought they were done
with him. But, things did not turn out as planned.

This is why although completing the Messianic Kingdom in the "second coming of Christ" and the general knowledge of the
guaranteed open salvation offer to all people is good news and great subjects of the "little scroll" summary of just a couple of the
"sacred secret" features along with the whole prophecy summarized in that 1260 days Christ Arrival announcing ministry, there is even
better news than all that.

The greatest reality is the final completion process must be encompassed within the truth that Christ's Final "Good News" Ministry is
actually Christ's Final "Everlasting Good News" Ministry. The Final 3.5 Year Ministry of Christ will complete all that grand slam of
prophecy completions.

And as in Psalm 110:2 and Revelation 6:12-17 that grand slam will be in his mortal sovereign rival's very faces in Satan and his co-
completing "8th King" world government. Those cosmic bowling pins, "racked" into "world government", then shall fully await the
super-celestial "bowling ball" STONE of Daniel 2:31-45 in this "strike" process of the Universal Kingdom of Christ.

The best news possible and the greatest meaning of it all is that Jesus Christ will now COMPLETE HIS OWN MINISTRY and in the
same manner he completed his first ministry. It will be in person, even though he will be the King of kings Mighty God and The Immortal
Sword (Isa27:1) and Shepherd of God Almighty, and it too will be for 3.5 years for a seven year total Christ ministry on Earth for the
good news message.

Due to human failings, endless religious spirals to nowhere, and demonic resistance it turns out logically all that resistance is pushed
aside to complete what he came here to begin to complete like 2000 years ago.



All that resistance is what makes Christ's Final "Everlasting Good News" Ministry the invited in necessary reality! In spite of all the
good some people have accomplished in religion before we knew the global-institution was doomed, all the bad humanity and
demons and religions have done against God and the Good News is what stuck.

But all that bad is why the good news will shove it aside for Christ to literally "come to earth" as the Immortal Mighty God and actually
finish his own ministry. And Christ will as per Revelation 14:6-7 complete his ministry with the Super-Celestial Air Force of Holy Angels
to every human of Earth whether for or against it they will all be given the opportunity, to the last man standing.

The Final Time-Mapped Prophecies to Christ Arrival and Ministerial Completion

1. Temple Judgment Daniel 8:14, deposes Jehovah's witnesses and recovers the "right condition" for the final ministry in
1150 days minimum, or 2300 probable timing; Begins Revelation 8-11 in the Revelation 8 Temple Judgment downfall of
Jehovah's witnesses events and its aftermath. (Rev9);

2. Christ Arrival Announcing Ministry of Revelation 11:3, 1260 Days

3. Christ Ministerial Completion and open salvation offer; Daniel 12:11 1290 days

That is why Christ knows the hearts of all human beings (Rev2:20-23) and the potential in the hearts in all those who are not knowing
all this at this time and into the future, but will as Christ must complete his hopeful ministry with its open salvation offer, from him to
them, with the aid of myriads of angels.

Christ knows that the best of earthly and spiritual conditions are coming under his Messianic Kingdom rule then beginning to manifest
in its first mission of the gathering of the global sheep (Matt24:31; Rev14:6-7,14-16, Matt25:31-40), so that anyone who could become
agreeable and cooperative once they know all this "good news" (Rom2:12-16), even right at that time to the last second of that 1290
days, MUST BE SAVED.

Those final sheep-on-the-spot for the worst case scenario of those heading into salvation, must be saved with all others making that
freewill agreement and made aware in the time of Revelation 14:6-7 of this "everlasting good news" truth.

And that by Christ, holy angels, and not humans and certainly not the "harlot" of corporate-global-religion "Babylon the Great" being
deposed to make this certain at that time as Revelation 17:8-18 is in the Revelation 14:1-8 final 1290 day period.

In the meantime, many who do know this by faith in God through Christ will be informed, in all who can be reached, of all the prophecy
reality after Jehovah's witnesses apostasy is "desolated" in global-view by God by the use of world powers Jehovah's witnesses are
partners with and whose laws they break. (Rom13)

For any who cannot be reached after Jehovah's witnesses final apostasy is deposed by God as the temple judgment cycle of the
future, Christ will "contact" by means of the Holy Kingdom Angels of Revelation 14:6-7.

There is no "end of the world", the "tribulation of those days" global-crisis "sword stroke" in prophecy and reality must globally
peacefully resolve (1Thess5:1-3) and globally "heal" into the "8th King" World Government global ruling completion phase of Daniel
12:11, Revelation 13:3, Revelation 17:8-18, Daniel 7:26, Daniel 8:25, Daniel 11:44-45 and Daniel 2:31-45.

This is the prophecy to "start" the judgment of God on His "house" first, next, in the epic judgment downfall of the apostate Jehovah's
witnesses ministry, the last signal apostasy of the Adamic era:

(Revelation 8:1-7) And when he opened the seventh seal, a silence occurred in heaven for about a half hour. 2 And I saw
the seven angels that stand before God, and seven trumpets were given them. 3 And another angel arrived and stood at
the altar, having a golden incense vessel; and a large quantity of incense was given him to offer it with the prayers of all
the holy ones upon the golden altar that was before the throne. 4 And the smoke of the incense ascended from the hand
of the angel with the prayers of the holy ones before God. 5 But right away the angel took the incense vessel, and he filled
it with some of the fire of the altar and hurled it to the earth. And thunders occurred and voices and lightnings and an
earthquake. 6 And the seven angels with the seven trumpets prepared to blow them. 7 And the first one blew his trumpet.
And there occurred a hail and fire mingled with blood, and it was hurled to the earth; and a third of the earth was burned
up, and a third of the trees was burned up, and all the green vegetation was burned up.

(Daniel 8:13-14) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular
one who was speaking: “How long will the vision be of the constant [feature] and of the transgression causing
desolation, to make both [the] holy place and [the] army things to trample on?” 14 So he said to me: “Until two thousand
three hundred evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will certainly be brought into its right condition.”

(Zechariah 3:1-9) And he proceeded to show me Joshua the high priest standing before the angel of Jehovah, and Satan
standing at his right hand in order to resist him. 2 Then [the angel of] Jehovah said to Satan: “Jehovah rebuke you, O
Satan, yes, Jehovah rebuke you, he who is choosing Jerusalem! Is this one not a log snatched out of the fire?” 3 Now as
for Joshua, he happened to be clothed in befouled garments and standing before the angel. 4 Then he answered and
said to those standing before him: “Remove the befouled garments from upon him.” And he went on to say to him: “See,
I have caused your error to pass away from upon you, and there is a clothing of you with robes of state.” 5 At that I said:
“Let them put a clean turban upon his head.” And they proceeded to put the clean turban upon his head and to clothe
him with garments; and the angel of Jehovah was standing by. 6 And the angel of Jehovah began to bear witness to
Joshua, saying: 7 “This is what Jehovah of armies has said, ‘If it is in my ways that you will walk, and if it is my obligation
that you will keep, then also it will be you that will judge my house and also keep my courtyards; and I shall certainly give
you free access among these who are standing by.’ 8 “‘Hear, please, O Joshua the high priest, you and your companions
who are sitting before you, for they are men [serving] as portents; for here I am bringing in my servant Sprout! 9 For, look!
the stone that I have put before Joshua! Upon the one stone there are seven eyes. Here I am engraving its engraving,’ is
the utterance of Jehovah of armies, ‘and I will take away the error of that land in one day.’

THAT is what is coming on the apostate Jehovah's witnesses "temple".



(1 Peter 4:17) For it is the appointed time for the judgment to start with the house of God.

Christ Completes His Own Good News Ministry in the Future

Christ final 1290 days ministry is the same ministry he began by then approximately 2000 years previously as a perfect human being
but then Christ will complete his seven year total ministry in that final 1290 days as the immortal Mighty God reality who has angels and
the ability to be any physical form required to effect his ministry to completion easily taking on human form as he did after his death to
make contact in some cases in that physical manner.

Christ will expend more energy and zeal for God's salvation than he effected as a human being who expended his being and energy to
the death to now "pick up" that which he purchased by such vital and precious means of his own life being given to the full to God for
this very purpose.

Thus, there is no valid reason to fear Christ and the holy angels at arrival but to believe in the guaranteed divine Open Salvation Offer
of Revelation 14:6-7 which by that time will have years of compounding prophecy proof manifested as the final global indication
events.

Prophecy already describes the final global indications to come BEFORE the Christ arrival (Matt24:6; Luke21:9), such as after
apostate Jehovah's witnesses are desolated in judgment, which is in the global "sword stroke" "tribulation of those days" phase just
getting started. (Dan11:41-43)

That final "sword stroke" global-crisis phase instead of being the "end of the world" (Rev13:3; Isa41:1), it resolves peacefully globally
and "heals" into "8th King" World Government.

It is into the complete "8th King" "King North" World Government as the final rival sovereign system, long foretold, and fully forewarned
by that time, which Christ "arrives" upon, to then complete his 1290 days (Dan12:11), 3.5 year, open salvation mission by use of holy
angels, no longer human beings in that worldwide guaranteed coverage.

It completes Christ ministry as the seven year requirement, "seven times".

(Revelation 6:12-17) And I saw when he opened the sixth seal, and a great earthquake occurred; and the sun became
black as sackcloth of hair, and the entire moon became as blood, 13 and the stars of heaven fell to the earth, as when a
fig tree shaken by a high wind casts its unripe figs. 14 And the heaven departed as a scroll that is being rolled up, and
every mountain and [every] island were removed from their places. 15 And the kings of the earth and the top-ranking
ones and the military commanders and the rich and the strong ones and every slave and [every] free person hid
themselves in the caves and in the rock-masses of the mountains. 16 And they keep saying to the mountains and to the
rock-masses: “Fall over us and hide us from the face of the One seated on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb,
17 because the great day of their wrath has come, and who is able to stand?”

(Matthew 24:29-31) 29 “Immediately after the tribulation of those days the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give
its light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken. 30 And then the sign of the Son
of man will appear in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth will beat themselves in lamentation, and they will see the
Son of man coming on the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. 31 And he will send forth his angels with a great
trumpet sound, and they will gather his chosen ones together from the four winds, from one extremity of the heavens to
their other extremity.

This is why in prophecy as in Revelation 6:12-17, as world government rules its first and final "one hour" in symbolic meaning of that
final permitted 1290 days (Rev17:12), as Christ guides the "Global Sheep Sweep" "gathering" mission first (Rev14:14-16; Matt24:31;
Matt25:31-40), Christ arrives as that period on Earth is under world government completed.

The rival system shall know he is present in then pre-conquest final salvation "parousia" mode prior to the "7th Trumpet" Messianic
Kingdom total universal conquest of planet Earth (Rev11:15-19; Rev19:11-21) and the demon realm of spirit and universal places
(Eph6:12; Rev20:1-3; Isa24:21-22).

The choice will be Revelation 14:6-7, clearly stated here, to agree to enter Christ's Kingdom rule

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 

As global-corporate religion endorses the 666 rival and goes down:

8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the
nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”

Or choose the "New World Order" World Government doomed rival:

(Revelation 14:9-10) And another angel, a third, followed them, saying in a loud voice: “If anyone worships the wild beast
and its image, and receives a mark on his forehead or upon his hand, 10 he will also drink of the wine of the anger of God
that is poured out undiluted into the cup of his wrath

The point is, all humans will be given the clear freewill choice opportunity, that is also why Christ must "go global" and complete his
own ministry in every square millimeter of his trophy, planet Earth.

There is time left, there will be many proofs coming in that time, the most ever!

World Pattern-Cycle and Spiritual Pattern-Cycle Finale



Final Prophecy Continuum Outline

I. Jehovah's Witnesses: Apostasy, Judgment, Desolation

Event Prophecy Prophecy Timeframe
A. Now: JW inspection (2019) 
1. (Temple Inspection completing or complete) Zechariah 3:1-3 2Thess2:1-4 Now
B. Now: GB/JW Apostasy 
1. Lawlessness Signal of Judgment 2Thess2:1-12 Daniel 8:11-13  
2. Governing Body "Man of Lawlessness" Identified Zechariah 3:3 Daniel 11:32a  
3. Governing Body "Son of Destruction" Prepares Climax Zechariah 11 Matthew 24:15  
4. Governing Body "Evil Slave" Identified Matthew 24:45-51   
5. Governing Body "Five Foolish Virgin" Corrupters Identified    
C. UN NGO Connected Desolation Requirement 
 1. Epic Judgment Downfall of Jehovah's witnesses accounts
for Daniel 8:13 UN NGO Curse  

 Daniel 8:13 UN NGO "Transgression Causing Desolation" Matthew 24:15   
Next: 
A. "Tribulation of those Days" Context Begins 
1. First Phase of Great Tribulation Begins Daniel 11:41-43 Revelation 16:1-9  
a. Global-Crisis "Sword-Stroke" Context Develops Revelation 13:3 Daniel 12:1b  
 Leads to: Matt24:29   
B. Jehovah's Witnesses Temple Judgment Starts 
1. Temple Judgment Benchmarks Dated Timing Daniel 8:13-14 1Peter 4:17 1150 Days Minimum
a. Temple Judgment Starts Daniel "Time of the End" Revelation 8 Matthew 25:1-13 2300 Days Probable
b. Temple Judgment Becomes Global Sign Malachi 3:1-5 2Thess2:11-12 Daniel 8:14
c. Temple Judgment Purifies Final Ministry Basis Daniel 11:32a Zechariah 3:1-5  
2. JW Downfall in Daniel 11:41-43 Global-Crisis Context    
a. Global-Crisis Defines "Tribulation of Those Days" Phase Matthew 24:29-31   
b. Global-Crisis Defines "Sword-Stroke" Phase Revelation 13:3   
c. Global-Crisis Defines "Abyss" Phase Revelation 17:8-12 Revelation 11:7  
d. Global-Crisis Defines "Time of Distress" Meaning Daniel 12:1b   
e. Global-Crisis Must Resole Peacefully    
f. "End of the World" Never Manifests Revelation 13:3   
3. Final GB Deceptions Climax    
a. Daniel 11:41-43 Global-Context Begins Revelation 16:1-9   
b. Apostate GB claims Daniel 11:44-45 has begun    
c. Apostate GB Help Loot/Liquidate WTBTS/JW Organization Matthew 21:13 Ezekiel 7:22  
d. JW "End of the World" Final JW Fail Completes 2Thess2:1-2   

4. Temple is Desolated/Accounted Isaiah 66:6 Matthew 22:1-14 Note: Daniel 8:14 Timing
Date,

a. Apostate JW Organization Desolated, Ministry Cancelled   Date Benchmark/Events,
b. Provides "Ten Virgins" Judgment Determination Period Matthew 25:1-13  Should be Noted
c. "5 Fool Virgins"Anointed Depletion Will Require More
Anointings    

5. Temple Purification Reached Daniel 8:14 Zechariah 3:4-5  
a. "Evening" Phase Ends with Internal Apostate Purge
Complete Daniel 8:26 Isaiah 66:6  

b. Anti-JW Global Ops Neutralized Revelation 9 Hosea 1:4-8  
 Isaiah 38:4-8 Zechariah 9:8  
 Isaiah 37:33-38 Micah 5:6  
 Isaiah 31:8-9 Revelation 8:9  
c. Daniel 8:14 "Morning" Phase of Recovery/Enlightenment
Begins Daniel 8:14,26   

d. All JW Apostate Crimes Accounted Galatians 6:7   
e. Repentance "Sackcloth" Effect Begins    
6. (3) Year "Sign of Jonah" JW Judgment-Abyss-Plunge Matthew 12:39 Daniel 8:14  
a. JW Desolation Phase "Evening" Must Have 3 Year Sign Hosea 6:1-3 Isaiah 37:30-32  
II. Temple: Recovery, Final Commission, Final Ministry

A. Kingdom Ministry Recovery 
1. Full Exposure of JW Apostasy Deploys Revelation 9 Isaiah 42:9  
2. Final Summary Clarified for Commission and Deployment Malachi 3:1-5 Isaiah 43:18-19  
3. Final Ministry Prepares Revelation 16:10 Isaiah 48:6-9  
B. Final Kingdom Ministry Commission 
1. Final 1260 Days Prepares to Begin Revelation 11:2-3 Revelation 11:1-7 1260 Days



1260 Days
2. Final "3.5 Times" to Complete "Seven Times" Prepares Revelation 12:14  Daniel 7:25,12:7
3. All 1260 Days Parallel Prophecies Activate Revelation 13:5-7  Rev11:2-3,12:14,13:5
 Daniel 7:25   
C. Final Kingdom Invitation Deploys 
1. Final 1260 Days Begins, "Little Scroll" Deployed Revelation 10:5-11 Zechariah 3:6-9  
a. "Five Discreet Virgins" Final Enlightenment Phase Matthew 24:45-47 Matthew 25:5-13  
2. "Little Scroll" "Report" Disturbing Daniel 11:44 Daniel 8:25  
a. Progressively Leads to Ministerial Cancellation* Revelation 11:7 Revelation 13:5-7  
 Daniel 12:7 Daniel 7:25  
b. Completes "Sacred Secret" Prophecy Summary Revelation 10:5-7 Habakkuk 2:2-3  
 Matthew 5:17-18   
c. Completion Affirms Final Anointed "Sealing" Revelation 7:1-4   
D. "Tribulation of Those Days" Context Ends 
1. First Great Tribulation Phase Ends Matthew 24:29-31 Revelation 13:3  
a. Sword-Stroke Global "Healing" Phase Begins Revelation 17:8-11 Revelation 13:3  
b. Nations "Regain Power" by Recovery Isaiah 41:1   
c. "Egypt" National-System is "Healed" Isaiah 19   
2. Final Kingdom Warning Ceased* Revelation 11:7-10 Daniel 8:25  
a. Two Witnesses "second witnessing" "killed" Revelation 13:5-7 Daniel 11:44  
b. Remove "constant feature" of Daniel 12:11 Daniel 12:11   
c. "3.5 Days" "death state" expires into Christ Arrival Revelation 11:11-12   
d. Revelation 11 2520 Days as "seven times" completes    
III. World Government Completions

A. 8th King World Government 
1. "King North" is "8th King" World Government Daniel 11:45  1290 Days
2. "King Fierce" is "8th King" World Government Daniel 8:25  Daniel 12:11
3. Daniel 2 "Immense Image" is World Government "Standing" Daniel 2:31-45  Daniel 7:26
4. Daniel 7 "Fourth Beast" is World Government Daniel 7:23-26  Note: 1290 Days begins
5. Gog of Magog is World Government Ezekiel 38-39  when both criteria:
6. Armageddon Military Globalization Complete Revelation 16:13-16 Joel 3:9-17 1. Final ministry ceased
   2. World Government official
   Are present at the same time.
B. World Government "Ascends" in Global Healing 
1. Nations Recovered by and Into World Government Revelation 17:8-18 Revelation 11:7  
 Revelation 13:3   
    
C. National Sovereign Globalization Completed 
1. Global Political and Corporate Globalization Completes Revelation 16:13-16 Daniel 2:44  
  Daniel 8:25  
D. Four Winds Last Great Tribulation Phase 
1. World Government Dual-Agenda of Daniel 8:25 Revelation 7:1 Matthew 24:31  
2. Global Population Reduction Agenda Inception Period Daniel 8:25 Daniel 11:44  
 Revelation 13:14-18   
E. Global Healing 
1. World Recovery Revelation 13:3 Daniel 11:44-45  
2. Globally Hopeful Period for World Government Presentation Isaiah 41:1 Revelation 17:8  
IV. World Government World Peace Preparation

A. World Government Proclaimed World Peace 
1. Daniel 8:25 "Freedom from Care" is World Peace 1Thess5:1-3 Daniel 8:25  
2. Babylon the Great Endorses/Blesses World Government Revelation 17:1-6   
a. "World Peace and security" may be beginning    
as World Government Proclamation    
b. Christendom "Broadway" will Bless World Government and Revelation 11:8   
Claim World Government is divine "Kingdom of God" and
"Zion"    

c. Israel will bless World Government as "Zion"    
d. Last "King North" Counterfeit Claims of Daniel 11:45 Daniel 11:45 Daniel 12:1 Climax  
e. Global "666" Marking Campaign by World Government Revelation 13:14-18   
Worship and Allegiance Revelation 14:9-12   
V. Christ Arrival Completions

A. Christ Arrival 
Note: Parousia Mode Precedes Full Conquest Mode Revelation 11:11-12 Revelation 16:17  



Sheep Gathering is Priority One, Conquest Mode Last    
1. Christ Ministry Completion Revelation 14:6-8 Matthew 24:14  

a. Global Open Salvation Offer Peace Covenant Ezekiel 34:25,
37:36   

b. "Great Crowd" Lamb's Marriage Peace Covenant Open    
c. Entire Remaining 1290 Days is Open for Salvation    
2. Global Sheep Gathering Matthew 24:31 Matthew 25:31-40  

a. Heavenly Sheep Gathered into Kingdom Completion Revelation 7:9-17 Revelation 14:14-
16  

b. Earthly Sheep Secured Matthew 25:31-40   
B. God and Christ Complete Messianic Kingdom 
1. Kingdom Completion Revelation 7:1-8 Daniel 7:26  
2. Temple Completion Revelation 14:1   
3. Holy City Completion    
4. Bride of Christ Completion    
C. Christ King of kings Coronation 
1. God Almighty Kings Christ Revelation 11:15 Revelation 14:1  
 Psalm 2   
D. Christ King-Priest Coronation 
 Zechariah 4:6-9 Zechariah 6:9-15  
E. Babylon the Great Blesses World Government 
1. Final "Harlot" Task Accomplished Revelation 17:1-7   
Messianic Kingdom "Court" Judgments 
F. Babylon the Great Deposed 
1. BTG Final Religious "Divide and Conquer" Aid Complete Revelation 17:12-18 Revelation 14:8  
2. BTG Final World Government Endorsement is Complete Revelation16:17-18 Revelation 18  
3. BTG 200 Trillion+ in Global Assets Used for Recovery
Phase    

4. BTG Global-Religious "Babel" Complex Cannot be
"Globalized"    

5. BTG Deposition Aids "World Peace" Believability    
6. BTG Deposition Frees Many Humans for Salvation Revelation 14:6-8 Revelation 11:13  
7. BTG Global Corporate Religion "Harlot" Use Expires Revelation 19:1-10   
8. World Government "One World Religion" Prepared    
G. Sheep/Goat World Judgment 
1. World Judgment Concludes Revelation 14:14-20 Matt25:31-46  
VI. Christ Kingdom Conquest

A. Messianic Kingdom Conquest 
1. World Government Destroyed Revelation 11:15-19 Daniel 2:44 1335 Days
 Revelation 19:11-21 Daniel 8:25 Daniel 12:12
 Ezekiel 38-39 Daniel 11:45  
 Zephaniah 3:8-9 2Thess1:6-10  
 Daniel 7:26   
2. Satan/Demons Abyssed Revelation 20:1-3 Isaiah 24:21-22  
3. Marriage of the Lamb Completion Revelation 19:1-10 Psalm 45  
VII. Christ's Messianic Kingdom 1000 Years Rule

A. Jesus Christ "King of Kings" "Prince of Peace" Reign Begins 
1. Exact Timing of this To Be Known at That Time Revelation 21 Ezekiel 40-48  
 Revelation 22 Daniel 9:27  
Notes: 
1. Sequence shown as approximate by main period purpose meaning, certain periods overlap and merge concurrently.
2. Certain periods overlap and merge concurrently as parallel fulfillments to define world and spiritual pattern-cycle phases.
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timelines.
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Say Yes to Forever Part 1/2
Short "Little Scroll", Complete Summary

The final ministerial commission (Rev10:5-11), to emerge from the global-apostate JW epic judgment downfall (Dan8:13-14; Rev8) is
a "little scroll" format, that is, it is a brief 1260 day defined final "witnessing" ministry for the Revelation 11 "two witnesses" completion.
(Rev11:2-3; Dan12:7; Dan7:15; Rev12:14; Rev13:5)

But, the future final "little scroll" is the complete summary (Rev10:5-7), as affirmable by the entire prophecy matrix cross registered and
referenced upon the "seven trumpet/plague" global-stepped "Prophecy Map to Christ Arrival" main final timeline framework. 

Into that "framework" in Revelation 8-11 and Revelation 15-16 "seven trumpets/plagues" unfolding upon the world scene in an epic
temple judgment desolation of the apostate JW ministry with the world en route to world government "8th King", all the timed and
purpose-defined prophecies of Daniel 8:14, Daniel 12:7 (Dan7:25; Rev11:2-3, Rev12:14; Rev13:5), Daniel 12:11, and Daniel 12:12
must also manifest.

The final enlightenment had to delay for a number of reasons:

1. The Adamic flesh would have only gotten lee motivated and corrupted faster had the knowledge been known back in the time of
Acts 1:6.

2. The motivational impetus, to thoroughly study the prophecy, would have been removed resulting in the opposite of that for which it
has been purposed.

3. The rival resistance would have to have become more intensive earlier, beyond the mere subversion of JWs (Dan8:12), which will
result in a destruction attempt which will have to be angelically neutralized in stealth manner as per the Zechariah 1:7-17 setup
(Rev8:1-6; Rev15; Hos1:4-7), or JWs would indeed be globally exterminated in a few years. 

4. The prophecy marking events of that destruction attempt in the temple judgment could not be used for a grand finale fast-tracked
summary of Daniel 8:13-14 activating Revelation 8.

5. God has created a prophecy which must fulfill to the exact divine detail and for the fullest complete course, even if human error
undermines it along the way. This is because it sets out the true final purpose of timed prophecy, (1) which is stepped (Rev8-11) and
(2) time-period gauged (Dan8:14, Dan12:7, Dan12:11) to, into, and through the final world government overstep which triggers the
Christ arrival. 

A. That is, the Christ Arrival will be foreknowable by these known prophetic period meanings of those [sequential] final timed periods
[repeating in the future] to aid the final fair-warning.

6. The Rutherford to Fred Franz era initial Revelation "first fulfillment cycle" understanding from the 1920s to 1969, could not explain
two Revelation fulfillment cycles because:

A. The final apostasy within Jehovah's witnesses had not become fully recognizable as actually aiding Globalist-System "King North"
"8th King" advancements to world government by covering up important post 1990 era prophecy (Dan8:12b), while forming official
alliances with the "wildbeast" as UN NGO (Dan11:31b; Dan8:13; Matt24:15), while performing other supporting lawless activities
(Dan8:12) to secure the "judgment desolation" of the then fully apostate JW ministry and "organization".

B. The 1976 Governing Body Main Apostate Guidance Unit had not come into "Korah Class" "Man of Lawlessness" power yet.

C. The "King North" Globalization-System (Dan11:40-43) was not recognizable with enough Web available researched information
until after 1990's third United Nations presentation fulfilled Daniel 11:31b and Daniel 8:23. 

D. Thus, there was no way the [supposed] "brothers" "at Bethel" (who were mostly WTBTS-GB apostates anyways going UN NGO to
prove it; Dan11:30b; Dan11:32a), could explain both Revelation fulfillments. Instead, they were the apostate "transgressors" of Daniel
8:11-13 and Daniel 8:23 we were supposed to be on the look out for. (2Thess2:1-4; Dan11:30-32a) 

E. In addition, they had lapsed into a "nodded off in the delay" prophecy retardation stagnation of several decades (Matt25:1-4), so as
to even forget what they knew about the Revelation First Fulfillment Cycle of 1914-1922. In other words, the JW ministry went dead-
lazy spiritually, as busy-body physical as it is; it was all part of the distraction.

F. The "all done, all's well" attitude which tranquilized Jehovah's witnesses "gradually given over" into the deepest of dark-comatose
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and spiritual lobotomy, also aided the lack of vigilant attention to world developments which continued to match prophecy criteria by
means of Globalization-System "8th King" progress. JWs fully stalled in the decades after 1945 with that second UN prophecy
explanation. After that, it was time for a detour "rest stop" nap which is still ongoing.

7. God will not "enlighten" known apostate criminals like the Governing Body who misleads JWs into massive temple-transgressions.
(Dan11:32a; Dan8:12) It had to be "lights out" for Apostate Jehovah's witnesses, and it itself had to become first recognizable as a
full-blown terminal apostasy of Daniel 8:11-14 and Daniel 11:30-35, also co-developing in the same 1990 third United Nations
presentation timeframe which JWs adjoined as UN NGO and cover-up with "lies by omission" to this day.

A. Thus, the JW "end of the world" is also invalid, "the end" is actually coming for their own "a system of things" and their now terminal
unreformable apostate ministry. (Matt13:36-43) God cannot use known-apostates (such as Jehovah's witnesses today) to actually
"sound a warning" except in what is to come on that apostasy itself, in time. (Dan8:13-14)

Global Confusion Versus Simple Truth

The truth is, the final understanding is so simple it has been required by the doomed-enemy system to produce mass confusion to
obscure the simplicity, not just in the JW ministry [decades-long] detour into darkness (Dan11:32a), but classically by means of the
academic clergy of Christendom's [centuries-long] detour. In combined effect, it is now total global darkness and confusion regarding
the "things which must shortly take place". (Rev1:1)

(Revelation 1:1) A revelation by Jesus Christ, which God gave him, to show his slaves the things that must shortly take
place. 

But in all fairness, in the modern Jehovah's witnesses subversion, it is by [foretold] compromised anointed Christian defective
leadership first (Dan11:30b), which opens the door later, (Dan11:32a) to the "operation of error" , for the enemy-system (2Thess2:9;
Zech3:1-3), as it matures into "the lie", again. (2Thess2:11-12) The Global Landfill of Guesses and the Mountains of Haystacks of
Error, are all designed to conceal One Simple Golden Needle of Prophecy Truth! 

As you probably know or are realizing, "religion" is the main "Babel Haystack of Errors" which has been engineered to add to the
distracting confusion as the main "Global Hay Pile". (Rev18)

Corporate Commercial "Religion" targets spiritual-minded humans specifically, because these particular humans are known to be
seeking knowledge about God, seeking to worship Him. (Rev18:4)

"Religion" is DESIGNED to divert these particular humans (Rev18:4) to the worship of the physical, the "religion" corporation, its
"ritualism", its self-appointed "Holy Man" CEOs and its "Divine" "Priests of Babel" and [their own] idolatrous mythologies and "ear
ticklings" instead, while Blowing up a Blinding Global Error Hay-Storm, the whole time. 

Jehovah's witnesses are the latest Pitch-Fork and Air-Blower Mass-Hay Storm Operation

Corporate-Apostate Borne Jehovah's witnesses are the perfect "Religious Corpse" to autopsy to see [exactly] how this Apostate
Frankenstein Monster has been corporately built, by the GB Dr. Frankenstein.

This is because it is all [completely and painstakingly] documented in its own corporate-WT-annals, it is small in relative scale, and it
all occurred in a matter of just a few decades, rather than (religions) millenniums or (Christendom's) centuries. It will also be acted
upon first by judgment, to aid the JW Apostate Autopsy Report results going global, in time. (Dan8:13-14; 1Pet4:17; Rev11:3)

This is because IBSA-to-JWs did start to explain a "glimpse" of that Golden Needle of Prophecy Truth. [2]

But now it is buried under miles of a labyrinth of haystacks soon to also become set ablaze (Rev8:1-7; Zech3:2) to further obscure The
Golden Needle with JW Org soot and ashes to boot. Jehovah's witnesses are our final example that corporate-religion has one
purpose: Hide the Golden Needle, by Organized Hay-Storms.

That is, mass confusion from every quarter of human thought and Christian religion must be produced for a
simple reason: the actual final period meaning is very simple in prophecy, and it needs to be hidden and
buried.

The ONLY WAY to hide the simple, is by massively, regularly, mega-complicating its surroundings: BURY IT. Then BURY IT some
more! They MUST "Bury the Simple" by means of these Tsunamis of Distractions, Earthquakes of Error, Avalanches of Apostasy, and
Conflagrations of Confusion!

Simple Truth: Apostasy leads to the temple judgment (Dan8:13) to form a final ministry announcement (Rev10),
while the world system goes through a final global-crisis (Rev13:3) to peacefully resolve, to then globally
present world government. (Rev17:8) Complete rival-world-government is what finally triggers the Christ
arrival. The whole thing is all prophecy-mapped by stepping global milestones all can witness over several
final years—by no means an "end of the world" scenario.

The true indication is, this global mountain of enemy-produced disinformation, misinformation, and mass-confusion is required to try to
conceal the simple truth from the simplest of prophecy details. The main prophecy framework itself, in portions of Revelation and
portions of Daniel, is about [maybe] 10 pages. Everything else must register into that gauged framework, it is that simple.

This is also why they have targeted Jehovah's witnesses internally (Dan11:32a), to distract them with over-organization, dumb-down
prophecy study policy [2], total ignorance of modern globalism developments and its purpose for world government, while sealing the
temple doom with mass-transgressions. (Dan8:13)

Thus, the reproach due to lawlessness also aids the discrediting and the dark gloom Jehovah's witnesses Lemmings now wander in,
following their GB Pied Piper flute strains like robots.

With classic academic-cleric Christendom, that Global Corporatized Babel never has understood the basic purpose or being of God,
Christ and Kingdom, their own mythical-metaphysical meanderings led them into a detour of darkness centuries ago.



If even 20,000+ global Christian ministries with 100s of thousands of "Career Clerics" are "hard at work studying the Bible", if they do
not understand the basic simple story, they never will be able to explain the prophecy symbology properly from the get-go. 

THAT is why the Reformation Zenith led to a number of Bible Studiers who influenced Charles Russell to FIRST FULLY CLARIFY the
basic purpose and being of God, Christ, Atonement and Kingdom. 

THAT is why 99% of Russell's "prophecy theology" was dumped, but the basics were retained. That is why Reformation
"Christendom" has never progressed past mid 1700s levels of "understanding". The Catholic Papal Darkness dates from 400 CE, it
was the first main apostasy fully recognizable, it is the "Dark" in the "Dark Ages" of the past, which it is still in.

That Babel-Quagmire-Global can only generate more and more totally disconnected and fragmented guess-works as plainly seen in
their thousands of "haystacks" of commentaries which go nowhere, century after century after century.

Their "harlot" job is actually to aid the state and the enemy sovereign system, for that they do splendid work. But JWs did them one
better: JWs diverted the furthest known point of Christian Prophecy Advancement and Progress into a new dead-end [2], literally.
(Zech11; 2Thess2:1-2)

Prophecy Helps, But It Itself is Not Salvation

But, please note, it does not mean individuals in these many Christian religions, even non-Christian ones, cannot be "saved".
Ironically, all this assured-failure of religion will aid the salvation of many instead, go figure.

God has to compensate for all the Babel-Dungeons "his people" get chained in (Rev18:4) and are still chained in as we speak. The
real "good news" truth of a matter must open the salvation gate to its widest possibly "opening". Real good news cannot become an
excuse for an "eye of the needle" access like JWs have now "narrowed the salvation" to. 

(Matthew 23:13) “Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! because you shut up the kingdom of the heavens
before men; for you yourselves do not go in, neither do you permit those on their way in to go in.

Prophecy understanding is not the basis of salvation, Christ's perfect human sacrifice and atoning blood for forgiveness from God
Almighty is what will save many people even "in religion" (Rev18:4; Rev17:6-8; Rev11:13), and outside of that corporate-Babel as
well.

Plus, by the time of Revelation 14:6-8, EVERYONE will be "outside of religion" for religion will be outlawed and deposed by world
government globally!

Prophecy is from God and it will be helpful, that is true:

(2 Peter 1:19-21) Consequently we have the prophetic word [made] more sure; and you are doing well in paying attention
to it as to a lamp shining in a dark place, until day dawns and a daystar rises, in your hearts. 20 For you know this first,
that no prophecy of Scripture springs from any private interpretation. 21 For prophecy was at no time brought by man’s
will, but men spoke from God as they were borne along by holy spirit.

And prophecy has details which encourage people to believe in the true hugeness of the salvation offer.

(Matthew 13:10-12,16-17) So the disciples came up and said to him: “Why is it you speak to them by the use of
illustrations?” 11 In reply he said: “To you it is granted to understand the sacred secrets of the kingdom of the heavens,
but to those people it is not granted. 16 “However, happy are your eyes because they behold, and your ears because
they hear. 17 For I truly say to you, Many prophets and righteous men desired to see the things you are beholding and
did not see them, and to hear the things you are hearing and did not hear them.

But with the Adamic sinful flesh, the mass world-confusion, the Edenic "right" to determine "good and evil" individually in all people, it
could never be expected by God that salvation would be based on either perfect prophecy understanding or perfect Christian
performance. 

It all further emphasizes the importance [and finality] of FAITH in Christ's salvation sacrifice [ALONE] as provided by God Almighty,
and that it is FREELY available to all human beings REGARDLESS of their "location".

THAT is the truth. And that "religion-free" "offer" of the "Free Gift of God" must be available TO ANYONE through the entire Daniel
12:7 and Daniel 12:11 final timed periods. 

(John 4:10) In answer Jesus said to her: “If you had known the free gift of God and who it is that says to you, ‘Give me a
drink,’ you would have asked him, and he would have given you living water.

(Ephesians 2:8) By this undeserved kindness, indeed, you have been saved through faith; and this not owing to you, it is
God’s gift.

(2 Corinthians 9:15) Thanks be to God for his indescribable free gift.

(Romans 3:23-24) For all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God, 24 and it is as a free gift that they are being
declared righteous by his undeserved kindness through the release by the ransom [paid] by Christ Jesus. 

THAT is why Revelation 14:6 calls it? "Everlasting Good News".

What to Say Yes to: The Everlasting Good News Open Salvation Offer

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has



fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”

The truth is the arrival of Christ is to complete his own ministry and though his power will be universal and immortal, it is the SAME
POSITIVE GOOD NEWS MINISTRY and it is the same "open for salvation" purpose when he does arrive! NO"THING" TO FEAR! 

It MUST actually be truly GOOD NEWS! And it will be!

Since by now "Christian religion" has TRIED ALMOST EVERYTHING, maybe it is leading to a solution after all. 

We got the Catholic "Salvation for Sale" and "Heaven for Rent", and the basic Christendom support us or "Burn in Hell" cattle-prod,
with a "Rapture Space Ship" on-the-side, just in case.

We have the JW stay with us or "Go to Gehenna", "It Is Armageddon Doomsday for YOU!" [if you leave our organization of apostasy].
That is pretty much the extent of the religion tricks, that is all its got.

From that meager sampling of "Church-Style Good News" it is all variations of the same Fear and Carrot Techniques, just modded for
various new spins.

The ONLY THING which has NOT BEEN TRIED is some ACTUAL GOOD NEWS!

Turns out, True Good News is all that is left, for a good reason: It is the only thing that will work, it is the only technique Christ himself
uses ALL THE TIME! The truth is, it really IS good news after all! And good news it will have to be globally, come Christ Arrival time.
GOOD NEWS. Yes!

And from God's own promise of Revelation 10:5-7, there will be a validly complete final "sacred secret" prophecy summary. God
Almighty is complete and so is HIS prophecy about Christ and his own Kingdom Purpose.

And God's Kingdom gives a complete fair-warning and global peace terms open salvation offer (Rev17:6-8) as the simplest feature of
that "sacred secret" completion coming, in time, over several final years for ANYONE to accept by individual religion-free freewill!

The prophecy of God must already contain the entire final summary rationale and supporting detail. (Rev10:5-7)

But because of the enemy mass-confusion, the Adamic flesh and God's own timetable, the delay meets God's exact strategic purpose
to lead to the proof that Christ is who must complete his own ministry and its success will be far beyond anything human. (Rev14:6-
8,14-16; Rev7:9-17)

The prophecy also paints a picture far different than that of apostate Christendom of apostate Jehovah's witnesses.

In addition, as the prophecy-to-history process unfolds over known global-stepping milestones en route to world government and the
Christ arrival it is to trigger, anyone can understand the basic meaning in all this.

This world is about to be [safely] transferred into the Kingdom of Christ and God and his "Kingdom of the World" planetary domain
authority, 100%. Only the rival "8th King" sovereign-system "King North" will be deposed.

What is "Everlasting Good News" Salvation Then?

First off, let us cover the ONLY things that can get a person killed by Christ when he goes into conquest mode, after he secures all the
sheep. 

1. A person has to be plain incorrigibly evil, hurtful and destructive minded, to end up destroyed. 

2. Or, they accept the 666 and willingly worship world government, thus "the dragon". 

3. Or, they are both of those things.

THOSE are the only things that will get a person killed. But, even some of them scenarios have hope later in the "resurrection of the
unrighteous", because "misled" attitudes may have been warped beyond use at that time of Christ's Salvation, but which require a
deeper overhaul to "see the light". THAT is why those are not thrown into the Lake of Fire:

(Revelation 19:19-21) And I saw the wild beast and the kings of the earth and their armies gathered together to wage the
war with the one seated on the horse and with his army. 20 And the wild beast was caught, and along with it the false
prophet that performed in front of it the signs with which he misled those who received the mark of the wild beast and
those who render worship to its image. While still alive, they both were hurled into the fiery lake that burns with sulphur.
21 But the rest were killed off with the long sword of the one seated on the horse, which [sword] proceeded out of his
mouth. And all the birds were filled from the fleshy parts of them.

It is the "wildbeast" and "false-prophet" symbols of collective "organizations" which are thrown into the Lake of Fire.

Though made and administered by humans, those symbols are not depicting human entities, but forms of organization which will not
be retained into the rule of Christ. Thus, it is only those entities Christ is destroying not "the world". And though they are deposed for
good permanently, we cannot judge what the determination is from Christ for any human. 

Yes, some will end up "destroyed forever", some will be destroyed yet still "have a resurrection", and personal attitude is the
motivational key with everything else which is acted upon later.

IF a personal attitude can be changed in even the inception phase of the Christ rulership, as only God and Christ KNOW, they will be
saved. THAT is how large Christ's atonement sacrificial coverage is and must be especially for that final time period as regards
humans alive in that time.

(1 John 2:1-2) My little children, I am writing you these things that you may not commit a sin. And yet, if anyone does
commit a sin, we have a helper with the Father, Jesus Christ, a righteous one. 2 And he is a propitiatory sacrifice for our
sins, yet not for ours only but also for the whole world’s. 



That Literal Salvation by Deliverance (Rev7:9-17), is just the first step at that time. (Rev14:6-7) 

Optimal Kingdom Global Reality Forming to Affirm the Open Salvation Offer
Guarantee
The goal of this whole period to encourage people to first "forgive themselves". That is, give Christ a chance and suspend "our own
worst enemy" kinds of negative thinking which is, at times, all that bars a person from further advancement. There is a reason Satan
loves to devise conditions which inspire anger and confusion, crazed-emotions and hopelessness. It warps attitudes away from God,
plain and simple. 

We have the potential of becoming our own worst enemy, beyond anything another person or a demon can accomplish. The "test of
Job" became centered in Job's own mind after all the tragedies he suffered, as an example of how Satan likes to try to get into a
person's thinking to use us against ourselves.

The truth is the Yes Agreement to that Revelation 14:6-8 Kingdom Open Salvation Offer Guarantee is SIMPLE. Try it out, just say
"yes".

See how easy it is?

But, the reality is the Satanic and wildbeast context, and we ourselves, are what complicate the matter. But, we know many, a whole
"great crowd no man can number" will indeed say YES!

Of course, following through on the "Yes Agreement" with Christ is required. But the optimal conditions will be progressing for those
"follow through" "steps" under the Kingdom of Christ.

Because Christ is to rule globally, completely free of any evil human, religious, organizational or demonic presence whatsoever, he
knows that optimized planetary situation can afford great opportunity for people who may now not have the best attitudes, but who can
develop them, as only God and Christ KNOW. 

Christ does not just see this timeframe of individual sub-optimizations now (and at that time), but the divine optimizations which will be
becoming in the near future from that time forward, the future, and actually on into all eternity. That is what the Yes Agreement is to lead
to, and it starts then, on the spot.

(Matthew 19:25-26) When the disciples heard that, they expressed very great surprise, saying: “Who really can be
saved?” 26 Looking them in the face, Jesus said to them: “With men this is impossible, but with God all things are
possible.”

Christ always is Future-Minded, when it comes to this current salvation and restoration mission on Earth.

(Luke 9:62) Jesus said to him: “No man that has put his hand to a plow and looks at the things behind is well fitted for the
kingdom of God.”

Anyone with "one reason" to be able to effect a divine salvation (for those not yet mentally applying the faith in the blood) has to be
saved. A person with the future potential for change, has to be saved. God and Christ KNOW these things, humans cannot. Even
angels are not given that responsibility but they are aids of the salvation deliverance.

This Judgment Purpose is Not That of "The Flood"

The Christ World Judgment is not a Noachian World Deluge total wipe-out of life on Earth, which was then required to form a new
world basis (Gen10), for but more demonic rulership to soon follow. (Gen11)

Christ is arriving to remove demons and destructive "wildbeast" organization.

Christ will have ZERO LIMITATIONS which will form the optimal global conditions to CHANGE EVERYTHING.

That allows a far larger salvation window for even the savable "worst case scenario" to still be able to be preserved because of this
optimized future scenario.

THAT eternal reality, just starting at the Christ arrival to conquest phase, changes the entire criteria of salvation to enter that optimized
world coming. This will not be "the flood".

Christ has NO CONSTRAINTS when it comes to food, water, shelter, "health care", energy, or "physics" and "gravity", like this world
has, just to mention a few current "problems" to be eternally solved INSTANTLY in initial form required to proceed. 

Though there will be "police", angelic and spirit immortals under Christ, it is for a good purpose and it is just.

There will be no "abuse of power".

There will be no serial killers, other murderers, rapists and other destructive criminals. No one will sneak around developing criminal
objectives only because no one could detect them.

No one will get past Christ detection, things will have changed. Incorrigible criminals of the serious enough nature, will be feeding the
birds.

Thus, there will be no graveyards needed, no hospitals needed, no prisons needed, no "insane asylums" needed, no "dog pounds"
needed, no "pharmaceutical conglomerates" needed, no "war machine" needed, NOTHING this world needs, will be needed. 

This world is enslaved into the corruption of constant decay and imperfection as in Romans 8:18-22.

Even that physical "corruption" decay, that perpetual imperfection, that fractal of man's temporary nature reflected in everything man



does and creates disintegrating back to the dust, will BE REMOVED FOREVER.

Death and Hades will be becoming a destroyed thing of the past, that is the trajectory Christ's Kingdom will be guiding to the post one
thousand years completion purpose. (Rev22:14)

No Religion Required

Literally, no religion has to be required, that is it will be removed in the process, it cannot even exist, period, when Christ completes his
salvation.

Thus, there is NO REASON WHATSOEVER to continue to entertain the terminally debased, corrupted, subverted religious myths,
ideas, lies, and twisted notions about the nature of the salvation coming from Christ, for even its removal as unneeded religious-
institutions of darkness is what is coming for that global institution (Rev17:12-17), and that to aid the final salvation liberation process.

"Religion" was a hypocrite-corporate sham which was all for profit, control, manipulation and self-righteous judgment and politics
needed to aid war and divisions of mankind, constantly, globally.

That is why it will not "go down first" as JWs claim. Babylon the Great aids all the war efforts and any time division and confusion aid a
process, Babylon is there to help. The final global-crisis will require Babylon's grass roots divisional expertise to help "divide and
conquer" national sovereignty, for world government, by blinding the masses into inaction except for destabilization aiding
emotionalism.

Christ's salvation will not just transcend "religious thought", "religious law", and its religious "Babylon" corpse, he will require its
worldwide final deposition to free many people into HIS SALVATION from God. (Revelation 14:6-8) Religion is "the box" to think well
outside of, and never go back into.

Zero Limitations

There will be no need of any human tool required to "move mountains" in this world. Gravity, "physics" and energy are a non-issue to
Christ.

Perfect design is ALL Christ knows.

Christ has ZERO PHYSICAL AND SPIRITUAL LIMITATIONS! Christ's angels are SEPTILLIONS of times "faster" and more
intellectually adept and powerful than all humans and human computers combined, as far as "Watcher" world and universal-data are
concerned.

Angels, not to mention God and Christ, have immense perpetual energy and power with exacting ABSOLUTE TOTAL RECALL of
TRILLIONS of years of "data" as REALITY, and eons of wisdom beyond this universe in their own PERFECT EXPERIENCE, in all
spiritual and physical comprehension. 

What human computational tool could aid this Kingdom? Angels know every language of Babel, every human science, and every
human system inside and out, perfectly. They know what is not going to be useful, they need no "human technology" aids.

Every atom (and its thousands of "sub-atomic" constructs) of this universe is known by God and Christ and an array of angels tasked
with these very things.

They know every life form in exact history, "genetic" and spirit defined divine "soul" reality, and most importantly its true divine living
purpose.

They are coming to restore not just this "Kingdom of the World", but also the one from the Eden Sin to the deluge, it is all in that Daniel
4 "Tree Symbology", BOTH "bands" are removed into Christ's "new Adamic" perfect reality.

There is not one piece of universal "data" of physical or spiritual basis which is "missing" or "forgotten" when describing Messianic
Kingdom power and the eternal purpose. 

THAT optimal context is why many people must be saved.

Under such perfect conditions beginning, why not extend the salvation offer to the same degree of power and openness and its
"everlasting good news" eternal objective as that ALREADY PERFECTLY [within] this Kingdom, then "coming out" for this exact
purpose?

Therefore, the Christ Arrival is the most positive event of all history even greater than the perfection of Eden and the "founding of the
world", from the time of human perfection then lost.

For now the eternal recovery wherein God does not "even the score", He blows his enemies away.

It has to be BETTER than the original. All things to be restored, will be improved beyond their former potential in the restoration.

Therefore, the hope and faith in it must be enormous, and it must transcend human judgment of others, and even of the self.

(Romans 9:15-18) For he says to Moses: “I will have mercy upon whomever I do have mercy, and I will show compassion
to whomever I do show compassion.” 16 So, then, it depends, not upon the one wishing nor upon the one running, but
upon God, who has mercy. 17 For the Scripture says to Pharaoh: “For this very cause I have let you remain, that in
connection with you I may show my power, and that my name may be declared in all the earth.” 18 So, then, upon whom
he wishes he has mercy, but whom he wishes he lets become obstinate.

In Christ's "blood of the Lamb", God has the basis of immortal mercy. The purpose of it is change, eternal change. One will have to be
plain true incorrigible evil to be destroyed come the time for the Limitless Kingdom arrival.

True, there is always some idiot to fit that bill, but many will not go that way, this is for them. There is no resource, power or logistic
reason everybody could not be saved. But, as you know, not all will be saved. 



The point is "supply" and power, space and wisdom, time and desire, NOTHING whatsoever will be lacking when it comes to saving
life, and optimizing this planetary life system's physical and spiritual basis.

NOTHING. What will be missing is the things which damage and attempt to subvert the truth. That is why that detail is not missed here
in regard to this "Kingdom of the World":

(Revelation 11:15-18) And the seventh angel blew his trumpet. And loud voices occurred in heaven, saying: “The
kingdom of the world did become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he will rule as king forever and ever.”
16 And the twenty-four elders who were seated before God upon their thrones fell upon their faces and worshiped God,
17 saying: “We thank you, Jehovah God, the Almighty, the One who is and who was, because you have taken your great
power and begun ruling as king. 18 But the nations became wrathful, and your own wrath came, and the appointed time
for the dead to be judged, and to give [their] reward to your slaves the prophets and to the holy ones and to those fearing
your name, the small and the great, and to bring to ruin those ruining the earth.”

The removal of that demon/human sinner system alone, would be beneficial to all life on Earth, even if Christ did not take over the
planet at the same time.

But, he is taking over and he is going intensive on the human family, and the entire life family of Earth, 24/7/FOREVER. Who, if they
knew all this as eternal truth, would not SAY YES?

Epic Global Cycle

The final global cycle has to be of epic proportions to a completeness not in an "end of the world", but in the complete fulfillment
of everything the prophecy states about world government completion and the final ministry completion to emerge in the same
timeframe for the complete Christ Arrival.

Epic Prophecy Cycle

Because the prophecy forecasts the complete epic final cycle it too must become epic in final fulfillment to divine completion.

Prophecy Repeats for Easier Recognition

Because the first witnessing cycle with WW1 ran the same "global-crisis-to-world-government" formulaic global cycle patter, the final
cycle will repeat that same prophecy pattern but to the completed entities being described since after 1914-1919's first cycle.

Other Things Visibly Repeat to Aid the Process

Thus, not only is the world pattern-cycle repeating its common global formula we have an apostasy "in the temple" which is also
repeating into a temple judgment principle and event which must also repeat with this overall repeating cycle.

Very Simple

This planet must be optimized with all life in it. (1Cor15:24-28; Rev11:15-19) Human world government cannot perform that
optimization, Christ's Kingdom can and will. Very simple. (Rev21-22; Matt19:28; Rom8:18-22; Ps133) The time to do so has always
been "on the way".

But human world government "in progress" is how we will know that "time" is nearing and human world government in global-
completion is how we know that time will have arrived. 

Rather than be "the end of the world" that global-crisis phase impression will pass with the final global cycle in world government.

The day over day and year over year effect of these things will be like seeing the World Government and Christ Arrival development
indications forming globally in "slow motion".

Kingdom Open Salvation Offer
Human kingdoms are fearful, weak, deceptive and temporary, so you cannot expect a fair-warning when dealing with the
governmental-clay megalomaniacal corporations who rule what little empire they know they have, thus always wanting more and more.
(Rev17:12-17; Dan11:27; Ps2) Yet, they can neither create a fly nor resurrect an ant. They are lifeless, temporary, a vanity in the wind.
(Dan2:31-45)

On the other hand, Christ's Kingdom is Indomitable, Immortal, Honest and Eternal. 

(Daniel 7:13-14) I kept on beholding in the visions of the night, and, see there! with the clouds of the heavens someone
like a son of man happened to be coming; and to the Ancient of Days he gained access, and they brought him up close
even before that One. 14 And to him there were given rulership and dignity and kingdom, that the peoples, national
groups and languages should all serve even him. His rulership is an indefinitely lasting rulership that will not pass away,
and his kingdom one that will not be brought to ruin.

Thus, Christ's Kingdom will give not only the fair warning and a final defined stepping (Rev8-11) timeframe (Dan8:14; Dan12:7;
Dan12:11) but also the Terms of Kingdom Peace (Rev14) before its arrival for all those who seek to avoid one hell of a war with
Christ's Kingdom in the future. (Rev16:13-16) 

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.”



There is a way out (Rev14:6-8), just say yes, even up to the last second of Daniel 12:11. Since victory is certain for the Kingdom of
Christ, that prelude timed and guaranteed salvation offer will be made globally known in the future to the degree purposed by God for
humans. (Matt10:23; Rev11:1-7)

That "final witnessing" ministry will lead to the global-coverage ONLY God and Christ will perform for the real Revelation 14:6-8 events
of the future to arrive with Christ.

(Revelation 10:5-7) And the angel that I saw standing on the sea and on the earth raised his right hand to heaven, 6 and
by the One who lives forever and ever, who created the heaven and the things in it and the earth and the things in it and
the sea and the things in it, he swore: “There will be no delay any longer; 7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh
angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to
his own slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a finish.”

It MUST become the most "good news" positive, and prophetically complete announcement ever! And in essence, it has the simplest
of messages.

(Daniel 7:27) “‘And the kingdom and the rulership and the grandeur of the kingdoms under all the heavens were given to
the people who are the holy ones of the Supreme One. Their kingdom is an indefinitely lasting kingdom, and all the
rulerships will serve and obey even them.’

Because humans cannot complete the ministry (Matt10:23), and are not authorized to do so anyways, Christ must also complete his
own ministry in the future. (Dan12:11) And it is the same "good news", but with much more of the story of that "news" to be known by
that time. (Rev10:5-7) That is why Christ's first ministry was 3.5 years. 

Being an incomplete half of seven, "3.5 years" implies full spiritual completeness [is still required] and it will be the seven years
completion of Daniel 12:11's Christ Arrival 1290 Days Touchdown Prophecy period. God never leaves a hanging fraction as in that
3.5 years, or in a "time, times and half a time". All those half-cooked timed periods must all complete as a perfect "seven times"
principle meaning.

And we know Christ's First Arrival Ministry is the model for his "second coming" to therefore complete that same ministry.

(Acts 1:6-11) When, now, they had assembled, they went asking him: “Lord, are you restoring the kingdom to Israel at
this time?” 7 He said to them: “It does not belong to you to get knowledge of the times or seasons which the Father has
placed in his own jurisdiction; 8 but you will receive power when the holy spirit arrives upon you, and you will be
witnesses of me both in Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria and to the most distant part of the earth.” 9 And after he
had said these things, while they were looking on, he was lifted up and a cloud caught him up from their vision. 10 And as
they were gazing into the sky while he was on his way, also, look! two men in white garments stood alongside them,
11 and they said: “Men of Galilee, why do you stand looking into the sky? This Jesus who was received up from you into
the sky will come thus in the same manner as you have beheld him going into the sky.”

If we could go back to 29 CE, would we have any fear of approaching Jesus Christ?

Was it not a very positive and friendly first arrival?

Could you not ask for some ailment to be healed?

Have you run low on wine for your party? (John 2:1-11)

Could you not request a daughter (Mark5:38-43), son (Luke7:11-17), or best friend (John11) be "resurrected"?

Did Christ place any conditions on his miracles for those with faith, even when it was not even the size of a mustard seed? (Matt8:23-
27) 

Yet, this time, Christ is coming to heal and resurrect EVERYTHING! (Eze47) Why fear the Christ arrival we may ask?

What reason has there ever been to fear Christ with morbid dread? There is none.

Can a totally lame-itself and sub-optimum human-based, demon-run, supposed "8th Kingdom" "World Government" really stop Christ
from restoring all life on Earth in absolute total perfection? 

Say Yes to Forever

Since they never can "stop" Christ, why would he not offer some terms of surrender and peace for those who do not want to "stop" him
anyways?

Thus, the Christ Arrival is not something to fear, but something to get ready for with great anticipation for what it must actually become,
good news bar none.

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad
tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice:
“Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made
the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has
fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”

All those who say YES to that agreement will be saved. THAT is why the 666 World Government Allegiance and Worship Campaign
will also attempt to complicate the simplicity of that salvation. (Rev13:14-18; Rev14:9-11)

But, saying yes and agreeing to the salvation offer of Revelation 14:6-7 is saying no to the "New World Order" final folly in the last
sovereign overreach in the same pattern as Genesis 11's Tower of Babel. This time it will become a language unification in the post
Christ Conquest:



(Zephaniah 3:8-9) “‘Therefore keep yourselves in expectation of me,’ is the utterance of Jehovah, ‘till the day of my rising
up to [the] booty, for my judicial decision is to gather nations, for me to collect together kingdoms, in order to pour out
upon them my denunciation, all my burning anger; for by the fire of my zeal all the earth will be devoured. 9 For then I
shall give to peoples the change to a pure language, in order for them all to call upon the name of Jehovah, in order to
serve him shoulder to shoulder.’

Contrary to WT Blasphemy, that Pure Language is going to be literally the global unification human language for the rule of Christ.

To avail oneself of the Salvation Guarantee when Revelation 14:6-8 goes global by the Kingdom of Christ and by his Kingdom Angels,
the 666 has to be avoided at all costs.

But, the choice will be much clearer then than it is now: Say yes and choose God's Kingdom and live forever or say no and choose the
666 World Government Botch-Counterfeit and exit stage left with it.

World Peace not Doomsday
The reason why prophecy is designed by God to exactly forecasts the final steps of world development is that those Stepped
Milestones will give a building confirmation by these final global indications of the Christ arrival.

Because in this generic global realization (Hag2:7), which many will start to experience personally, as well as aided by prophecy
personally, the reality can start to be seen and the salvation of Christ and his arrival cab prepared for. 

A mythical "end of the world" would not serve this purpose. Jehovah's witnesses "spiritual applications" in the first Revelation fulfillment
cycle explanations served the purpose of warming up the preview for the final cycle REALITIES of the completion symbology of
Revelation.

The Christ Arrival for global takeover will be the most unique event any human will ever experience up to that time. 

This is because the sheep salvation first phase mission must be in a "parousia"-like mode. They know he is there (Rev6:12-17), but
he is not initially there to end their rival sovereignty, he is there to "subdue in the midst of his enemies" (Ps110:2) first.

That is, Christ secures all the global-sheep before he conquers the 8th King and abysses Satan and the demons. (Dan12:11)

Though the Immortal Mighty God approaching Eternal King of kings Messianic Kingdom completing ascension, (Dan12:1) "during that
time" (Dan11:41-45; Dan12:7; Dan12:11), Christ will manifest as needed in the salvation period for the Global Sheep Sweep priority,
prior to universal conquest along with the Trophy Planet of Earth.

That is why both symbologies are shown in the Matthew 24:29-31 prophecy. 

(Matthew 24:29-31) “Immediately after the tribulation of those days the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its
light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken. 30 And then the sign of the Son of
man will appear in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth will beat themselves in lamentation, and they will see the
Son of man coming on the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. 31 And he will send forth his angels with a great
trumpet sound, and they will gather his chosen ones together from the four winds, from one extremity of the heavens to
their other extremity.

1. The principle and reality of the "parousia" for the sheep gathering first phase of the Christ arrival is the "coming on the clouds"
symbology, as also related to Acts 1:6-11 meaning. 

2. But, the description of Christ also coming "with power and great glory" is the total conquest manifestation (Rev19:11-21), which
concludes the Global Open Salvation Peace-Guaranteed Offer period of Daniel 12:11.

This is because the arrival of Christ is a timed period in Daniel 12:11, which Christ closes out after it is activated (by dual-criteria, both
present simultaneously).

And because the Christ Arrival Operation has to actually take some time, we know why both forms of manifestation are contained in
that same Christ Arrival prophecy. (Matt25:31; Rev11:11-12; Rev14:1-7,14-16; Rev16:17 parallels)

Daniel 12:11 1290 day Activation Dual Criteria

Daniel 12:11 will activate its 1290 Days Christ Arrival Open Salvation when (1) they cease that final ministry (Rev11:7-10), as (2)
world government is officially "placed" as globally ruling its first and final "hour". (Rev17:12)

(Daniel 12:11) And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (Rev11:7-10) and there has been a placing
of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (Dan11:45; Rev17:8-18; World Government), there will be one thousand
two hundred and ninety days.

And as shown, the Matthew 24:31 sheep gathering is the first mission in that Matthew 24:29-31 sequence parallel of Revelation 14:1-
8,14-16.

No where in that prophecy is any non-sense talk of an "end of the world", instead it is the same period as the Revelation 14:6-7 Open
Salvation Offer and terms of Real Peace, for many people to accept.

(Matthew 24:31) And he will send forth his angels with a great trumpet sound, and they will gather his chosen ones
together from the four winds, from one extremity of the heavens to their other extremity.

When Christ Does NOT "Arrive"

Rather than be a doomsday manifestation of the mass-media and religious-opiate "end of the world" overdose, the final global-crisis
is shown in prophecy to resolve peacefully to inspire much global hope (Rev13:3; Rev17:8-12), to then present the final Rival Global



Sovereign "World Government" as the 8th King finale entity in finally, its actual completed and war-ready form. (Well, as ready as it
can be; Joel 3:9-12)

That is why there is no "end of the world" in the above Christ arrival sequence which merely leads to the Matthew 24:31 Global Sheep-
Sweep in Revelation 14 "Everlasting Good News" Messianic Kingdom Salvation Mode, first. That it is also why this Christ hint of hints
for this period...:

(Matthew 24:6) you are going to hear of wars and reports of wars; see that you are not terrified. For these things must
take place, but the end is not yet.

...also shows that the global-crisis period of the future, is NOT the indication of the Christ arrival. 

(Luke 21:9) Furthermore, when you hear of wars and disorders, do not be terrified. For these things must occur first, but
the end does not [occur] immediately.”

Though the final epic global crisis, to define the global epic "tribulation of those days" as in Matthew 24:29, will include "wars and
reports of wars" and global "disorders" which will be seen and felt by everyone to some degree (Hag2:7), it has always been shown
as an indication in prophecy of when Christ DOES NOT ARRIVE. 

This is because he will arrive into the peace resolution period as plainly stated:

(1 Thessalonians 5:1-3) Now as for the times and the seasons, brothers, you need nothing to be written to you. 2 For you
yourselves know quite well that Jehovah’s day is coming exactly as a thief in the night. 3 Whenever it is that they are
saying: “Peace and security!” then sudden destruction is to be instantly upon them just as the pang of distress upon a
pregnant woman; and they will by no means escape.

World Peace and Security

For the Lost World of Christian Religion, a mystery has always been, just what would that 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3 "peace and security"
actually be?

Could it really be a half-crocked form of hyper delusional optimism in some half-cocked national-political blather of the near future like
Jehovah's witnesses tend to lean towards in their half-vast-explanation?

Or is it perhaps, something much huger and more comprehensively complete later?

So little is actually known about this critically important "peace and security" prophecy, that Jehovah's witnesses, and other Christians
in general, can even be fooled if a decoy "peace and security" should manifest in the near future, before world government completes.
Do not be fooled. 

If that "peace and security" decoy should manifest in the near future, it will actually be being used to aid the general-world impression
"it must really be [the end]" among the Christian Global Target Audience. It will NOT ever be "the end" "of the world", the prophecy
never has "gone there".

By prophecy, we know the greatest Globalized "World Peace" Mantra of all time will come under World
Government. THAT is the riddle which Christ's Matthew 24:6 Clue helps us realize! Not during the global-crisis
"sword-stroke" will Christ arrive, just as he stated. It will be after the "global-crisis" when they peacefully
resolve it for that very "World Peace Hopefulness Effect" to better sell their counterfeit "8th King" world
government with.

That Final Globalized World Peace Mantra of World Government complete-in-global-ruling-power, will instead be globally-positively
fortified by the very "doomful" "sword stroke" global-crisis resolving peacefully for that very purpose. 

(Revelation 13:3-4) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast with admiration. 4 And they worshiped the dragon because it gave the authority to the wild
beast, and they worshiped the wild beast with the words: “Who is like the wild beast, and who can do battle with it?

(Revelation 17:8) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go
off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on
the earth will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the
world.

The whole "Admiration and Acceptance Purpose" for the [Magical] "Sword-Stroke-Miraculously-Resolves-Peacefully" Formulaic-
Cycle, is to globally inspire great global hope, admiration and relief to then direct that global-positivity towards the deceptive-
presentation of the 666 World Government counterfeit. (Rev13:3; Rev17:8) 

And to really take the "world peace" credibility "off the charts" globally, and straight to the globally-official moon with a global
celebration worthy of The Gods (Ps83:18; Isa6:9; Rev18:8), the destructive illegalization of the global corporate-religion complex of
the "Babylon the Great" reality [at that time], will really be the icing on the cake of global positivity.

That event will fully bolster that final World Government "World Peace" Effect and its claim. 

The removal and condemnation of the World Religion War Queen will become the scarlet "cherry on top" (Rev18:8; Rev17:12-18) for
that same "World Peace" Effect to further highlight that World Government positivity.

Thus, as also shown in the prophecies above, the whole final epic global cycle will run its full course but for very
deceptive ultimate purposes. It is really no wonder religions could not paint this simple final prophecy picture, "religion"
has another end-game purpose altogether.

Since God Always Uses "Big Changes" for His Own Purpose: Expect More of Them...



Obviously Babylon the Great has no plans for the huge changes coming, and make no mistake the end of religion globally [under world
government] will be quite the "big change".

Jehovah's witnesses have been told "big changes" are coming, they expect it. But what they expect to come with that JW
Organizational Planned Downfall are not the "changes" they will be expecting, like so many JW Sitting Ducks for the GB "No Bag-
Limit" JW Hunting Season, then opening up. (Zech11; Matt24:15)

Just as when Israel's "Law Covenant" was scrapped in a similar final judgment context in 70 CE with Jerusalem's Deconstruction
(literally), it was a huge change for the Jews of that time.

But, in time as an example of this Stalwart Harlot Trooper, the business of Jewish Religion still went on eventually, for as lost as it all is,
it is still a spiritual community which no one can really judge or prevent until God judges it all (Rev18:8), and World Government
prevents it from continuing. (Rev17:12-17)

We know now, God likes to employ "big changes" because it wakes people up, and there comes a time His use of human things
leading to Christ have met their purpose and can be disposed of properly. (Such as the JW ministry as now an apostate botch ready
for the landfill.

Apparently, its purpose is complete even with its apostasy phase also completing to judgment. (Dan8:13-14)

We cannot know at this time how complete the destruction will be, and if Nahum 2:1 will apply there with Daniel 8:11 "established
place" and Daniel 11:31a "fortress" meanings. But, regardless what may emerge or not, it will be a big event, the final Temple
Judgment prior to the Christ Arrival.)

In addition, "religious" communal nature of humans is not in itself "wrong", THAT is why the Corporate-Religious Pirates target these
"spiritual market" communities. They must control people, corrupt worship and they must profit off of this "market", three birds with one
stone.

That is all globally documented so as to be "beyond mere opinion". Centuries of prophecy stagnation and detour are just a symptom
that something is wrong inside of religion.

And even if "not all religion is bad", all the mainstream biggest ones are, and their crimes and reputation will end up coming on the
whole "city" of Babylon the Great. (Rev19:1-3)

Defaming God by "organized" human-control-tactics of self-righteousness, hypocrisy and lawlessness, with plenty of
"Hell Fire Toast" and JW "Armageddon Doomsday Donuts" for everyone, is also just a symptom of the larger well hidden
"the lie" (2Thess2:11-12) at work.

It tells us that something is terribly wrong, corporately-leading these people by such ridiculous mythical notions for "Superstitious
Simpletonism" not found in any Bible, until injected in there from the Corporate-Appointed Academic "Holy Man Doctors of Doom" for
CONTROLLING PURPOSES: Coercion by Fear4Profit is the name of this [Global "Religious" Temple of Doom]. 

No wonder we should be able to see there is no ultimate future for rackets such as what "religion" has always devolved into, and for as
long as it has been playing this game and who it uses: G--O--D, as the main shill for the con. (Rev17:8-18; Rev18)

We cannot "judge" religion as far as "human content" being sinner humans ourselves, plus it is not human anyways, it is a corporation,
a "Caesar Defined" corporate "body", and ethereal legal entity so as to be able to define its wealth and "identity".

But we can "judge a prophecy" with a little honest-discernment to explain Corporate-Religion's fateful destiny is [already] described in
the simple prophecy [in its full final sequence detail]. 

Plus, for once both God and Satan and even "the wildbeast" agree: Religion has to go. For Satan 'Babel the Great' was just an
expedient until he could come into World Government power as the final global entity "seven headed dragon" to worship through his
"like minded" seven-headed wildbeast monstrosity.

The final realities of Revelation 17-18 must be global in scope and complete—it has to be epic, it has to be global, it has to be the
final "big change" signal and it has to run the full course to total completion. And as usual, God will employ "huge changes" for
everyone's benefit. 

God never has done anything half-vast. And when it comes to downing his Public Enemy Number One "Harlot", half-vast is not how
God will purpose it; it will be total, it will be complete, it will be epic, it will be global, it will be final, it will be seen by everyone.

(Revelation 19:1-3) After these things I heard what was as a loud voice of a great crowd in heaven. They said: “Praise
Jah, you people! The salvation and the glory and the power belong to our God, 2 because his judgments are true and
righteous. For he has executed judgment upon the great harlot who corrupted the earth with her fornication, and he has
avenged the blood of his slaves at her hand.” 3 And right away for the second time they said: “Praise Jah, you people!
And the smoke from her goes on ascending forever and ever.”

In addition, we can point out that the BTG Corporate Catastrophe and Demise will free many people to the only salvation there has
ever really been in God Himself. (Rev14:6-8; Rev11:13-19)

For the Christian "Harlot" Demolition it shall free many people to the only salvation there has ever really been in God and Christ
themselves. God is on their side, He KNOWS many of his Revelation 18:4 "my people" are seeking Him via religion, so He shall help
them out a bit in the end. (Rev14:6-8)

God did not "invent religion", the Corporate Engineers of Babel did that, from way back in Genesis 11's time,
on to today, to "smash into the mountain" of World Government in the future. It is what it is: Demon-designed,
man-made, and one whole global-spiritual-commercial-corporatism. "Religion" was actually born with the
Edenic Sin, that is who is hidden [inside] of the Great Babel Temple System.

A complete Religion-Harlot, "riding" a completed World Government "Scarlet Wildbeast", is actually logical. (Rev17:1-18)
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It, and the prophecy, have to run the full-course here. This is because "religion" is one Cat-Fighting-Trooper of a Tough-As-Nails-
Harlot, That "Old Harlot Iron Madame" must continue even after its next failed prophecy phase climaxes.

Even if its "waters drying up" depletes its "Euphrates River" Global Milkable-Membership (Rev16:12-16; Rev17:15), this Spiritual
Brothel Business, is all this Harlot has ever known. 

(Isaiah 23:16) “Take a harp, go around the city, O forgotten prostitute. Do your best at playing on the strings; make your
songs many, in order that you may be remembered.”

Consider this religious-trajectory-to-oblivion, think about it, and beware, because where "The Global Harlot" is heading in the end, is
not a good place.

It is logical the Religion-Business must "respin" any seeming disaster to save its own skin, there must be a Damage Control Plan for
every would-be-crisis.

The old Babel-Corporatism Model, being a state system propaganda-for-profit machine, merely disguised as "God's Chosen", is all
the Corporate-"Harlot"-Complex has ever known how to do.

Check any religious-history book and see if that is not true, and that now for millenniums of this Religious Con-Game.

Only thing is, when World Government is complete, it will not need anything from religion, except:

1. One last "Holy Blessing-Endorsement" come World Government Presentation Time;

2. And a few hundred trillion in "Global Harlot-Bank and Assets" to help fund the final "global peace" and global-recovery "healing"
"Liquid Capital Infusion Plan" as plainly shown in the Revelation 17:12-18 prophecy symbology. (Isa41:1)

"Corporatized Harlotry", e.g., "Babylon the Great" Global-Religion is what every sincere "religious" effort has always been led into and
become entrapped by, eventually.

Now, by the JW apostate man-fearing and serving JW "True Religion Farce" we have just "witnessed" the Last Apostasy Chapter of
but one more clear example of how such a Devolved Religious Based Corruption Machine can be corporately-engineered in but a few
short decades. 

But "big changes" will befall Jehovah's witnesses (Dan8:13-14; Rev8), long before they can be further Piped and Plumbed for more
World Government Wildbeast Rodeo Tricks, like their "WT Tramp Stamp" UN NGO Saddle-Tricks. (Dan11:31b; Dan8:13; Matt24:15)

But, just as Jerusalem's final destruction by the Romans did mark the complete end of that era, so too must a global religious system
judgment mark the end of this Adamic age from the same Babel (Gen10-11) global epicenter it all began at!

It makes sense, it is a completion of the circle it is just now at global scale. 

World Government First, Corporate-Religion BBQ Last

What is hard to fathom is that all of this could occur in but a few final global years. What aided this distraction and delay was thinking
"they never could pull a world government" operation, "world government will never happen!".

But the prophecy says a final "King" will arise, and it will be globalized world government as one whole complete "Scarlet Wildbeast"
"8th King" Finale.

That is why the Impostor Governing Body must ally with the wildbeast (UN NGO; Dan8:13; Matt24:15), and
conceal world government as required by the apostasy-prophecy itself. (Dan8:12) They WORK FOR the
Globalist-Machine of World Government Secrecy! (Dan11:32a)

Regardless of what humans "cannot fathom" about the nature of the "things which must shortly take place", God can "fathom" it all.
Revelation 17:8-18 has BOTH "8th King" World Government "ascending" into completion globally and Babylon the Great then going
down in but a few paragraphs of prophecy or so, 1-2-3!

1. Coming "Sword Stroke" "Abyss" Plunge to Eventual World Government "Abyss Ascension"

We have the post global-crisis recovery of the formerly "sword-stroke abyss" neutered United Nations "image" element (to plunge in
the future, temporarily) as the visible "ascension" entity.

But this time that "ascends from the abyss" (Rev11:7) must also be with a whole globalization-completed (Rev16:12-16) World
Government "8th King" "Scarlet Wildbeast" as well:

(Revelation 17:8-11) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss (Rev13:3
future "sword-stroke" effect), and it is to go off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was (United Nations),
but is not (UN impotent to stop the coming "sword-stroke" global-crisis), and yet will be present (but comes back up (Rev11:7),
for the final UN rendition to representing the World Government 'miracle' "healing"), those who dwell on the earth will wonder
admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world. 9 “Here is where
the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven mountains, where the woman sits on top.
10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen, one is, the other has not yet arrived, but when he does arrive he must
remain a short while. (7th King/King South is not destroyed but "remains a short while", it becomes a global national-system
vassalized-state of "King North" world government; Dan11:42-43) 11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an
eighth [king], but springs from the seven, and it goes off into destruction. (world government is the entity Christ will target for
precision selective deposition and removal, a UN-related "image" and "disgusting thing" globalist-entity will continue to represent
it, no matter how they may rename and rebrand it in the future in this future "abyss ascension" finality)



2. Coming "7th King" National-System Sovereign-Vacuumed Downfall into the "Rise" of "8th King"
World Government Sovereignty

And we have the complete transference of the national-system "ten kings" "power and authority" as they lose all national-sovereignty
(Dan11:42-43) in the future global-crisis.

In effect, these nations have globally "given their power and authority" (Dan11:42-43), to the wildbeast world government:

(Revelation 17:12-14) “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do
receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast (as world government). 13 These have one thought (global-scale
sovereignty), and so they give their (national-system) power and authority to the wild beast (world government). 14 These will
battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings, the Lamb will conquer them. Also, those called
and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].” 

3. Babylon the Great Funeral Pyre

And in this Bible prophecy timeline ordered sequence of Revelation 17:8-18, "8th King" World Government "power and authority" is
thus empowered first, to depose "Babylon the Great" later:

(Revelation 17:15-18) And he says to me: “The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds
and nations and tongues. (Rev16:12-16) 16 And the ten horns that you saw (national-systems), and the wild beast (world
government globalist-system), these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and naked (pillaged and exposed), and
will eat up her fleshy parts (depose and absorb her corporate identity and leadership) and will completely burn her with
fire. (complete global outlawed corporate deposition, under world government) 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out
his thought (Rev18:8), even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their (national-system) kingdom to the (world
government) wild beast, until the words of God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom you saw means
the great (global-corporate-religious) city that has a kingdom over the kings of the earth.”

But now that the prophecy has to be furthered past the Apostate WT-Corporate Obstacle, as the Global JW Org-Downfall Pyre will
actually light part of the way of the future. (Zech3:2) We know Revelation 17:8-18, under complete globally ruling and official
Globalization-System Completion World Government "New World Order" "One Hour", will have no use for many "Old World Order"
institutions. Babylon the Great "religion" was just one, a certain one which God has telescoped the deposition judgment of by
prophecy.

Thus, had "The UN NGO GO-GO Girls", Jehovah's witnesses "Wildbeast Cheerleaders", not been corporately engineered for an
"early retirement plan" (Zech11), they too would continue to also "ride the wildbeast" like Lady Godiva, but not for quite as noble of a
purpose as the supposed myth would have it. 

The JW Commercial-Religion Corporate Magicians and Wizards would just continue to pull more "magic rabbits" from their GB
Magician's Hat, why take a bite out of the GB's own paycheck.

Jehovah's witnesses would end up fully worshiping the wildbeast, as it would be cloaked in prophecy to aid this "bait and switch"
which they are already pretty good at "UN NGO" slipping in, undercover of the night (Matt24:15). 

(With that JW UN NGO of the 1990s, the GB trick was not a prophecy veneer, but utter secrecy and then much rationalization "smooth
words" of Daniel 11:32a to massage it in as "all's good, nothing to worry about y'all".

But, it is all "second hand rationalizations", never have the GB "come clean" about the UN NGO to all JWs in print. Not once! If they
had, more JWs would by now have "caught sight" of what that UN NGO "disgusting thing" really is. (Matt24:15) That is why it is still a
big secret up at GB WT Warlock Wallkill.)

Christendom Will Bless the Scarlet Wildbeast

But, the warning is, Christendom's Land of Babel Complex of the same kinds of corporatized systems of religious-commercial error
will NOT be "retired early", like JWs will be in the future, first. (Dan8:13-14; 1Pet4:17)

Christendom's Hoax Rapture-Camp will have to "respin" the final "rapture" prophecy failure coming over their post-apostate camp in
the future. 

The Christendom "Escape Hatch" Rapture Fail is that Babel-Camp's counterpart to the JW WTBTS Babel-Camp's "End of the World"
Fail and Hoax-Baiting Final Exercise.

Together, it all forms one whole Christian prophecy-discrediting "False Prophecy" Designed-Flopola.

When instead, the "sword-stroke" resolves peacefully and "heals", with no "end of the world" and no "rapture" anywhere in sight, down
will go the Christendom and JW Final-False-Prophecy Circus Tents.

Together, the Christendom Earth-Bound Rapture Failure and the JW "Fake-Armageddon" Failure will be for one whole prophecy
discrediting effect globally—BOTH Camps, will look like a bad joke when the global-crisis instead, resolves peacefully into Globalized
World Government. 

But, only Christendom will be able to "Respin the Fail" to continue on. JWs have to go down with their WTBTS-Apostate Titanic as this
unfolds in the future:

(Revelation 13:3-4) And I saw one of its heads as though (doomsday) slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed,
and all the earth followed the wild beast with admiration. 4 And they worshiped the dragon because it gave the authority
to the wild beast, and they worshiped the wild beast with the words: “Who is like the wild beast, and who can do battle
with it?” 
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(Isaiah 41:1) “Attend to me in silence, you islands; and let national groups themselves regain power. Let them approach.
At that time let them speak. Let us come up close together for the judgment itself.

The real warning here is that Corporate Babel-Camp Christendom will have to, they must, endorse World Government 666 as
"Blessed of God" and "from God" as "God's Kingdom on Earth".

Babel-Corporate Christendom and Babelized-Corporate-Judaism must attempt to lead their flocks to the 666 "Promised Land", that
is the "end game" purpose of their very design, that is where the Harlot's tumble of errors rolls to and lands in the future.

There is no other way, they will never retire on their own, they will have to be fired by the "8th King" Religious Retirement Plan under
World Government. 

The fleshly "Israel of God" Counterfeit-Zion, will have to aid the overall Global "Zion" Counterfeit Hoax element to make World
Government look as real as it can for that intended 666-Sales Market audience.

The Victorious "Christian Crusade" Christendom and Triumphant "Jihad-Smashing Juggernaut" Judaism, and its "Wonder-Child of
Israel" must all skip "hand in hand" into their World Government Non-Elopement Marriage prior to corporate deconstruction. 

They MUST bless World Government as if "from God", as if "God's Kingdom On Earth", as if "Zion Israel", as if "Isaiah Has Fulfilled!".

It is what they do, that is the final spin they will have to revolve into, that has always been the "harlot's" final trajectory. Hence,
Revelation 18:4's command of God.

That "non-elopement" is that it will be no secret. That World Government Endorsement will be seen globally prior to BTG deposition,
for the combination Blessing-to-Destruction makes World Government's "World Peace" more credible regardless of the audience it is
pitched to. THAT is the MAIN REASON they coddle the "Harlot" now, for that final World Government Blessing Effect, later. Then,
Babylon the Great is finished, but her funds can go towards the global-healing.

(As an example, the so-called "Bible Students" of today are already doing this [1])

Why "Babylon the Great Has Fallen" is Part of the Everlasting Good News of Revelation 14:6-8

As with Babylon of old, when it was deposed by Cyrus the Great with Medo-Persia's ascension into regional power, MANY NATIONS
AND MANY PEOPLE, not just Israel, were "liberated to salvation" freedom.

And it was a celebration, because Cyrus turned out to be fair, not another Assyrian or Babylonian Holy-Terror, but very open-minded
and tolerant of his subjugated nations, and so where the rulers influenced by him afterwards for a while. 

The "Babylon Has Fallen" "good news" of that era was very good news indeed, and so will the "Babylon the Great Has Fallen"
"everlasting good news" also be really good news in Revelation 14:8 in that Revelation 14:6-8 "everlasting good news" process of the
Christ "Cyrus" Global Sheep-Sweep of the future. (Dan12:11)

Many people will end up under the Greatest "Cyrus" Christ, by first also being "freed from Babylon". THAT is why Babylon the Great
and its eventual downfall must be of global scale when it does go down.

Even if its Euphrates River has been losing water, there will be a good reason God is taking it out, there will still be some final
prisoners to free.

(Revelation 18:8) That is why in one day her plagues will come, death and mourning and famine, and she will be
completely burned with fire, because Jehovah God, who judged her, is strong.

God is settling the account and freeing people for salvation into the Open Salvation Camp of Jesus "Cyrus" Christ.

All of it has always been in the prophecy as one timeline continuum of the future, the Error-Meisters in the world, in religious-Babel and
in Final-Apostasy Jehovah's witnesses have merely diverted attention to a purposeful error for a little while longer.

Nothing can actually impede the final required epic global events, it is going to happen anyways. Might as well know what to expect.

It is also "good news" to appreciate that running the fullest possible global course is the way to save the most people. An "end of the
world" would never be as "salvation-effective" as a full, epic, drawn-out, totally complete, final global cycle.

(1 Thessalonians 5:4-6) But you, brothers, you are not in darkness, so that that day should overtake you as it would
thieves, 5 for you are all sons of light and sons of day. We belong neither to night nor to darkness. 6 So, then, let us not
sleep on as the rest do, but let us stay awake and keep our senses.

Say Yes to Forever Part 2/2
On the Christendom Apostate DNA Technique in Modern Jehovah's Witnesses
Apostasy Deceptions
Jehovah's witnesses Apostate Devolution is about to become a "snapshot" of what will befall all religion under world government.

That epic downfall of the JW organization and its ministerial-suicide in the self-proclaimed and GB sanctioned "premature death" of
the "Jehovah's witnesses ministry" will become a sign. The GB plainly "foretells" and corporately announces how they plan to officially
cancel the JW ministry worldwide, with a final "hard-hitting judgment message" fraud as the final JW "end of the world" "message". , 

When the Impostor Illegal Governing Body WT CEOs do finally "trample" the "constant feature", well beyond the spiritual pollution they
have injected into it already, it will become a global sign. (Dan8:13-14) And it will run its full course well before the Globalist "King
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North" System is finally ready to present world government, which JWs already serve. 

That "World Government UN NGO Connection" [to the Apostate Jehovah's witnesses organization and ministry] is so severe, the
Bible has identified it explicitly as the Daniel 8:13 "Transgression Causing Desolation" Sealed-Destruction Requirement.

That UN NGO can be connected to Matthew 24:15 by way of both Daniel 8:13 and Daniel 11:31b as Jehovah's witnesses were misled
(Dan11:32a) by their self-appointed Governing Body of Treason to conceal that third UN global presentation "disgusting thing", to
adjoin it as UN NGO instead. (Dan8:12; Dan11:32a)

That "desolation" in connection with the JW Version of the "Disgusting Thing" in that UN NGO Agreement and Endorsement
(Dan11:31b; Matt24:15), is a guaranteed-desolation coming for this debased apostate Jehovah's witnesses ministry, next.

Like Christendom's Corporatized Harlotry, a Wildbeast Alliance will be present in both of these judgments, JWs soon, Christendom
with Babylon the Great, later. 

But the JW Judgment is first, because we can learn from it for a warning sign. 

(Isaiah 28:18-19) And your covenant with Death will certainly be dissolved, and that vision of yours with Sheol will not
stand. The overflowing flash flood, when it passes through—you must also become for it a trampling place. 19 As often
as it passes through, it will take you men away, because morning by morning it will pass through, during the day and
during the night; and it must become nothing but a reason for quaking TO MAKE OTHERS UNDERSTAND what has been
heard.” (Dan11:41; Dan8:13-14)

We can also fully reverse engineer in well documented form, [exactly] how the Governing Body became empowered in 1976, to lead
this JW Wildbeast-Related Disaster we see about to explode the JW Organization, today.

In a similar, but far older and diffused manner, The Christendom "Church Passport at Death" attitude (and the hollowness it creates) is
designed to work against people psychologically, by the use of spiritual oversight and a well engineered blind spot.

If they could pull this same "blind spot" on [supposed] Apostasy Watchdog Vigilant JWs to insert the UN NGO, the Christendom Crew
will be blindsided like feeding a hungry baby an Opiated Sucker.

The Christendom Hypnotism Machine has now carried on for so long, it is already like a Guaranteed Conveyor Belt to the 666 World
Government in the future, for its final purpose. It has been headed in that direction for centuries in fact. When things are "put off" into
the future in the mind, a chasm of current emptiness is created, and it is persistent. The Devil can present things in the present to "fill
that [convenient] chasm", as he will with World Government 666 in the future to then "refill" Christendom's Designed Emptiness and
purpose of being. 

Certain cultured religious-attitudes and voids, noteworthy in the Generic Christendom "Black Hole" of Engineered Foggy Psychology,
form a "perfect slot", and the "perfect blind spot", into which designed-empty-space the "Scarlet Wildbeast" can then "arrive" and
become "inserted" into, as if "All Hail God's Kingdom "beast" everyone!".

When the Devil does bring in his own purpose ahead of God in that final timeline, which is all he can do, this spiritual malaise and its
"empty room" which typifies "The Hollow Christendom Mindset" will then be filled by, and focused on, that World Government
Centerpiece.

And it requires no prophet to "guess" that Christendom "Harlot" Agency Global-Institution will accept that World Government, "ride it",
and endorse it as divine. It is ALL it knows how to do, it is what its emptiness has been engineered to embrace in the future.

The ONLY TECHNIQUE Satan can use is based on the premature presentation of his counterfeit entities, then religiously
disguised in the required veneer of deceptive-prophecy camouflage. If Satan waited for God to act first, it would be too
late for him to pull off his Final Grand "Wildbeast" Deception Phase. That is why Satan MUST present his Decoy Entity of
World Government FIRST, and why he has been "in religion" and "at church" this whole time, to completely design the
exact false-prophetic agency and pretext to help disguise that Scarlet Wildbeast when he does unfurl it on the world,
BEFORE Christ arrives.

And though it has been designed for spiritual-minded people seeking to worship God in all sincerity, as the intended main target, its
spiritually-deceptive effect can also influence others.

Keep this in mind as we review the Basic Christendom "Grand Deception" Setup Features which are also within "The Jehovah's
Witness Mindset". 

WTBTS has merely modified the same techniques to fit the state of the target JW current "mindset". First off, JWs are slated for a
deposition much earlier than any other religion on the planet.

Thus, the GB [must] employ an Exact Deception Engineered Vehicle, by the use of the JW true prophecy expectations. The GB must
build their lie, with elements of known prophecy truth. 

Those elements are deeply embedded in the JW mind and heart, and because of that the strings which can be
attached to those sincere expectations [from valid prophecies] are guaranteed cables for future misleading
guided control of JWs. The GB do this by REARRANGING the final prophecy sequence, not greatly altering
each individual prophecy themselves as far as the ones they are using.

The GB have rearranged the PROPHECY TIMELINE into a deceptive and PREMATURE final sequencing which will instead be used
against JWs as the pretext "smokescreen" for their own JW organizational deposition, and to culture obedience to enter the prison
intake system voluntarily in them "JW Bunkers". With a forming global-crisis context brewing, it will be a very dangerous mix of grand
deceptions and distractions which will further delay the JW realization that:

1. The world is not ending, their apostasy is what ended.

2. They are in the final signal apostasy.



3. The knife in their back is covered with GB fingerprints.

Any one of those bitter and ugly truths is like swallowing a softball size pill for modern JWs, they are that deluded and misled now.

The "Humble Pie" JWs will have to eat, is the size of Texas now, and the longer they delay in personally honest admission and
"catching on to reality", the longer it will take to recover.

And also keep in mind, the judgment catastrophe which JW apostate transgression has guaranteed (Dan8:13), will unfold first and
next, and well before world government is to manifest, as a warning of the "religious judgment", as a "snapshot" of the future judgment
on all religion, many can learn from.

The true reason for JWs coming downfall, is then to be revealed (2Thess2:1-9), as the final apostate signal development, literally "in
league with the wildbeast" as globally known UN NGO Dragon Covenanters.

Christendom's Corporate Death-Trap is no different in purpose, it is just older, larger, more confusing and being saved for post World
Government corporate decimation for a number of logical reasons, as well, as the prophetic timeline requirement.

THAT was what having the the "Kingdom Now" attitude in that "Christ Kingdom" 'Christendom' basis has engineered: Whatever fits its
corporate needs, Christendom applies to its own benefit, glory and profit, and anything HUGE to come in the world-system, like World
Government, they will continue to worship, endorse as divine and present to their people, to serve their own interests.

At that time of their Post-Rapture Total Fail, they will be further induced to "ride the wildbeast", because their spiritual vacuum would
mean their demise, they will "need something" to keep their audience satisfied and selling World Government as divine will fit that
huge-void and bill perfectly. BEWARE NOW!

(Matthew 24:23-25) “Then if anyone says to you, ‘Look! Here is the Christ,’ or, ‘There!’ do not believe it. 24 For false
Christs and false prophets will arise and will give great signs and wonders so as to mislead, if possible, even the chosen
ones. 25 Look! I have forewarned you. 

Jehovah's witnesses also engage in a "Kingdom Now" folly. By thinking the GB are "Rulers with Christ Now", they are also open up to
any false-prophecy "interpretation" that GB Cabal may offer up.

In the JW case, it will be the fake "end of the world" pretext to instead dissolve the entire JW ministry and organization within, as JWs
think "it must really be the end of the world everyone!". This is why God delays, it lets the fails flop fully first, as JWs will fail then
Christendom will fail, in this same drawn-out final process.

God must delay the Christ Arrival until absolutely globally necessary (Matt24:21-22), because:

1. It allows all the premature prophecy fails to run their full course of utter failure, thereby helping the wary know exactly who and where
these many corporate ensconced false-prophets are.

2. It allows all the sell-out corporate-religions to form their allegiance to the "next best thing" to come around the corner, which will be
world government by that time, NOT Christ yet, and that in total globally seen view.

That is, it fully exposes the true corporate loyalties of the religion-machine.

3. It completes the prophecy to its already exact timeline continuum of the final sequence, thereby that "delay" can best aid the
salvation of many who will be understanding more and more clearly what this all really means, every step of the way.

When Christ does arrive all his corporate demon-designed entities will be fully committed to the rival sovereign system, everyone will
be in the completing test of where loyalty and worship [actually] lies. 

Then Christ can concentrate on saving HUMANS stuck in those doomed collectives. This is because those
corporate abominations are not human, and it is those non-human and inhuman [governmentally defined]
corporate-religious-collectives which are to suffer deposition under World Government.

People can be saved from that process. From that massive global "Babylon Has Fallen" Fallout, Christ will
save many people as per Revelation 18:4, Revelation 11:13 and Revelation 14:6-8.

Condemnation of corporate engineered, mind-controlling non-human governmentally-defined systems, does not mean a generic
condemnation of the target HUMAN victims within those systems. (Rev18:4)

Because these Religious Deathtrap Corporations have been designed to attempt to help seal the "666" destruction of those very
people, God MUST reciprocate the known negative effect for His and Christ's Salvation Vigilance, completely contrary to what many
have been taught by these same debased spiritual-corporations. 

Confusion and self-deception is the real goal of global corporate-religion, and that from intelligence beyond human. (2Thess2:9;
Eph6:12)

Because "religion" has been highly effective and masterfully deceptive, God must deploy a salvation countermeasure commensurate
in scale, but greater in power, than this religious deception entrapment system. 

God also employs ANGELS to counteract the demons in these systems. (Rev14:6-7) ANGELS are all over the final trumpets and
plagues.

Angels of God are integrally involved IN EVERY Revelation prophecy of this final cycle period coming up for a good reason: Their
indomitable team power will be REQUIRED to actually SAVE HUMAN BEINGS! That is why the prophecy is full of the Angels of
Christ, their presence will be REQUIRED. (Zech3:6-9)

The lethargy and compromise of that "Organized Darkness" of the Global Religious Institution will attempt to lead its "flock" to the
counterfeit.



And in its spiritual retardation, it will accept World Government, because "The Harlot" has been super-humanly designed for
millenniums for this exact final human destruction service. 

If we look at the Christendom condition, It was all ego driven spiritual competition in a spiritual market warfare that allowed this self-
deceived atmosphere of Christendom to prevail, to simply ignore any true Christian prophecy progress for now centuries. They have
their "Kingdom Now", and that is good enough for most of their clerics.

The vacuum they have guarded as they created it, for the minds of their peoples, can then be filled with the Scarlet Wildbeast World
Government Counterfeit. THAT is what they are designed for in the "end game" strategy.

THAT is why their massive spiritual vacuum and void is present, that is why their mythology can be further mystified to accept
ANYTHING Satan may want them to bless and endorse, come that time, because that void will be filled to the brim, with World
Government, come that time of the future.

Though JWs will not be able to get as far as World Government as Secrecy Servants of it now, which will result in an epic catastrophic
judgment well before world government, their debased leadership has the exact same traits as what runs Christendom as a corporate
body.

The Governing Body merely modified the strategy of the deception to fit the modern mindset of Jehovah's witnesses. 

Clearly the "Watchtower Society" are self-appointed "spiritual elites" who have their own "kingdom now". That so-called "Watchtower
Society", the whole "WT-Kingdom" Corporate Labyrinth and the Governing Body do not activate a "Final Warning Blitz", even though
they know an end is coming by a "coalition of nations" and decoy-King-North Russia. (for JW apostasy)

Why not spend all that money warning people for their salvation?

Because they only want to Zechariah 11 JWs, that is why, the rest of the assets are for their real "King North" Globalist-System
bankers, who they have been actively concealing for decades now.

Instead, the Modern WT "Rich Man Class" cut expenses, re-organize, lay off Bethelites, dumb-down JWs, loot congregational savings
and liquidate properties to fatten their Multi-Billion Dollar "WT-Kingdom" Wealth Throne they have amassed and "sit in the temple"
upon. (2Thess2:3-4)

That ill-gotten and stolen JW Blood-Money (Zech11; Eze7:22) is now upwards of 30 BILLION dollars in assets, as a conservative
estimate. 

They too, as in 2 Thessalonians 2:1-2 have over-advanced JW expectations for a "Christ Arrival" which will not manifest as expected.

They do this so they can completely liquidate the JW Organization and WTBTS by a well-believed but fraudulent "end of the world"
pretext.

That fake-forecast is by overridden prophecy elements to create a global-contextual description which will indeed perfectly fit the
engineered global dissolution "prediction". 

That is, for a time it will look to JWs as if it truly is "the end of the world". 

But what will instead result, and by their own mouths as aided by their well engineered false prophecy expectations, is "the end" of the
JW ministry as we knew it. JWs will actually be entering a microcosm of warning upon their own apostasy, which others can learn
from. 

The apostate JW downfall is for a final "religious judgment" warning snapshot. (Isa28; Dan8:13-14; Rev8) The UN NGO Allied
Apostate JW Desolations coming, is to be a small-scale picture of what is coming for all global-corporate-religions under world
government.

But, to be able to use this warning, "JW Org" will first sink before reaching that final time period. By this we know we have several
more years left, not at all the JW predicted "end of the world" scenario whatsoever. 

Yes, it will be a global-crisis like in Revelation 13:3, but no, it is not "doomsday" at worldwide "end of the world" scale.

This JW deception and downfall has been strategically empowered by the same machinations as "Apostate Christendom". It is the
same trick, it just uses different deceptions because it has a shorter timeframe objective.

But, as with Israel "falling away" for great global hope opportunity opened up for the nations, there is a positive to come from all this
compromise of both corporate Christendom and Jehovah's witnesses.

Jehovah's witnesses "falling away" has to also open up a greater global hope when it has run its full course into and through the
Temple Judgment Desolation accounting of Daniel 8:13-14.

Believe it or not, Jehovah's witnesses stellar hypocrisy and mage-transgressions as even shameless Wildbeast UN NGO allies, will in
time offer great hope once it si judged and its purpose made known.

Because God can forgive those repentant Jehovah's witnesses, THAT is what the temple judgment purpose is initially for.

The temple judgment cleansing will remove illegal lawless elements from the JW anointed Christian direct context, that is one kind of
"cleansing".

But, repentance is required in those who can be forgiven by that [personal] admission, THAT is what allows the temple to be restored
to its "right condition" (Dan8:14), from elements still defining the "temple", which purged elements no longer can define (Matt25:1-13),
or never could as illegal trespassers. (Isa31:8-9)

The Salvation Outline from the Bible

The Bible has all the divine salvation-criteria required to understand the Christ Arrival "Global Salvation Sheep Sweep" objective and



criteria for "open salvation" in explicit and principle form. 

First off, let us again cover the ONLY things that can get a person killed by Christ when he goes into conquest mode, after he secures
all the sheep. 

1. A person has to be plain incorrigibly evil, hurtful and destructive minded, to end up destroyed. 

2. Or, they accept the 666 and willingly worship world government, thus "the dragon". 

3. Or, they are both of those things.

The War of Repentance

As for "unrepentant sinners", the purpose of the prelude to and the Christ Arrival is to inspire a deep introspection. Often, in our own
battles with the flesh and sin, "repentance" is like a roller coaster ride.

Repentance is the attitude, the willful desire to better oneself spiritually, which is by the attention to the elimination of negative
practices and what inspires them. Repentance is not like getting a tattoo. Repentance is like a full body tattoo being applied our whole
life, it never just becomes "moral perfection" by repentance alone. In God's own time, a divine miracle is the only "cure".

Repentance is the battlefront of the spiritual war to get to that victory.

We know this because absolute obedience to God is impossible in the Adamic state:

(Romans 8:7) because the minding of the flesh means enmity with God, for it is not under subjection to the law of
God, nor, in fact, can it be. 

In the sinful flesh, repentance is a practice. The faithfulness is the relentless practice of repentance, as some sins are easier to
minimize than others.

Due to the variety of weaknesses in the variety of human beings, though similar, everyone has their own personal battle if repentance
is the practice we have chosen to exercise regularly. Why else would asking for forgiveness be a part of the Lord's Prayer, if sin was
not also going to be ever present in us?

Because this Adamic flesh CANNOT be in "subjection to the law", it is a spiritual battle and repentance is the ONLY way to fight back.
It is aided by faith and prayer and desire to be better, but repentance is the action of actually forcing oneself to try to do it. 

(1 Corinthians 9:26-27) Therefore, the way I am running is not uncertainly; the way I am directing my blows is so as not to
be striking the air; 27 but I pummel my body and lead it as a slave, that, after I have preached to others, I myself should
not become disapproved somehow.

That is how the act of repentance is a perpetuality in the sinful flesh, a [constant] roller coaster. At times the whole "roller coaster"
"ride" of constant ups and downs even goes off the tracks, plunging in despair into the steel framework of the "ride" and bouncing into
the weeds and rocks down below in this "amusement park" here on Earth. To "attain to repentance" could take years of that roller-
coaster ride, years of getting back on this nasty ride. 

Ultimately, a battle with the self, with our own mind and heart and the desire to get back on the ride, and request help from God through
Christ to do so, to request the holy spirit.

The truth is "repenting" is a battle, a whole personal world war of the body. The desire to attain [repentance] means never giving up,
and that attitude is all "repentance" can be for now, never giving up, because the flesh can know no law:

(Romans 7:13-20) Did, then, what is good become death to me? Never may that happen! But sin did, that it might be
shown as sin working out death for me through that which is good; that sin might become far more sinful through the
commandment. 14 For we know that the Law is spiritual; but I am fleshly, sold under sin. 15 For what I am working out I
do not know. For what I wish, this I do not practice; but what I hate is what I do. 16 However, if what I do not wish is what I
do, I agree that the Law is fine. 17 But now the one working it out is no longer I, but sin that resides in me. 18 For I know
that in me, that is, in my flesh, there dwells nothing good; for ability to wish is present with me, but ability to work out
what is fine is not [present]. 19 For the good that I wish I do not do, but the bad that I do not wish is what I practice. 20 If,
now, what I do not wish is what I do, the one working it out is no longer I, but the sin dwelling in me.

That is why in the Lord's Prayer, asking for forgiveness is as regular as the relentless practice of the exercise of repentance.

(Matthew 6:9-13) Our Father in the heavens, let your name be sanctified. 10 Let your kingdom come. Let your will take
place, as in heaven, also upon earth. 11 Give us today our bread for this day; 12 and forgive us our debts, as we also
have forgiven our debtors. 13 And do not bring us into temptation, but deliver us from the wicked one.’

And why is that so here in Adam?

(Romans 7:21-25) I find, then, this law in my case: that when I wish to do what is right, what is bad is present with me. 22 I
really delight in the law of God according to the man I am within, 23 but I behold in my members another law warring
against the law of my mind and leading me captive to sin’s law that is in my members. 24 Miserable man that I am! Who
will rescue me from the body undergoing this death? 25 Thanks to God through Jesus Christ our Lord! So, then, with
[my] mind I myself am a slave to God’s law, but with [my] flesh to sin’s law.

Thus, many can "repent again" when Christ arrives, because we have been riding that roller coaster the whole time anyways.

But, the power to complete it will have arrived, no reason to give up, especially at that time. The truth is, this War of Repentance is life
itself, it is what Christ's sacrifice is aiding because it is needed for even if we repent, we all sin and "fall short of the glory of God".

(Ephesians 6:10-18) 10 Finally, go on acquiring power in [the] Lord and in the mightiness of his strength. 11 Put on the



complete suit of armor from God that you may be able to stand firm against the machinations of the Devil; 12 because we
have a wrestling, not against blood and flesh, but against the governments, against the authorities, against the world
rulers of this darkness, against the wicked spirit forces in the heavenly places. 13 On this account take up the complete
suit of armor from God, that you may be able to resist in the wicked day and, after you have done all things thoroughly, to
stand firm. 14 Stand firm, therefore, with your loins girded about with truth, and having on the breastplate of
righteousness, 15 and with your feet shod with the equipment of the good news of peace. 16 Above all things, take up the
large shield of faith, with which you will be able to quench all the wicked one’s burning missiles. 17 Also, accept the
helmet of salvation, and the sword of the spirit, that is, God’s word, 18 while with every form of prayer and supplication
you carry on prayer on every occasion in spirit. 

This "War" is what it is all about anyways, this is what we "signed up for". Until the General of Sin is taken out with his whole demon
army, it will persist. Might as well try to enjoy some parts of this battlezone.

We can do things to help reduce temptations, but we cannot simply redesign our imperfect Adamic-based physiology and
biochemistry from where the sin constantly re-emerges. We have to fight, and not give up, because then it is a loss.

If we do not fight back with faith and repentance, the sin does not call a truce, it continues to invade.

In the War of Repentance, always shooting back with repentance bullets is what the war is. In God's own time, not ours, only He
through Christ can "rescue [us] from the body undergoing this death".

We do not want to let failures in this war transform our internal attitude. THAT is the ONLY way to surrender in this war, and that too is a
loss.

On the Governing Body and JW Apostate Monsters and their War on the Sheep

As a side note, confessing to men like Neo-Catholic Jehovah's witnesses do, is what aids beating the sheep, it is Papal idolatry
merely reborn in Jehovah's witnesses to beat, abuse and kill the sheep, plain and simple.

Once sinner men (with NO real authority), who can see nothing, try to assess another human beings "repentance" it is a blasphemy.
JWs have used this new inquisition to isolate, beat, torture and try to destroy the sheep.

Take a look at the body count Jehovah's witnesses have amassed of stumbled, beaten, abused, and tormented sheep. 

That dead and stumbled sheep "body count" is a larger magnitude than there are even Jehovah's witnesses today, no exaggeration.

If we include stumbled ones, ones who got out early or never went in by the all the JW Bad News and World Report, and all the holy
spirit the evil Governing Body Tyrants vacated by their mega-sins, the loss is easily over 15 MILLION, by mere projection of the 1970
to 1975 former growth statistics. 

In 1976, as shown below, the nosedive of the downward spiral of Jehovah's witnesses to a future ZERO GROWTH by 2025, if that
spiral wound down to extinction as it is trajecting towards, is what the Governing Body of 1976 has plainly been "governing":
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And MUCH OF IT, much of the success of the JW Sheep-Whipping Campaign, was only because we gave them that power
(Dan11:32-35), for a little while, we believed them Liars. (Rev2:2)

We were not yet knowing they are the final apostate monsters of this final age (2Thess2:3-4; Dan11:30-35), the fellow-slave-beating
ghouls for this time period as re-created as such by their own "bad associations" Governing Body Goblins and Trolls, Demon Guided
Hypocrite Killers, plain and simple. (2Thess2:9; Zech3:1-3) 
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The Revelation 2:2 Governing Body are the "voice of strangers", thieves and plunderers:

(John 10:1-6) “Most truly I say to you, He that does not enter into the sheepfold through the door but climbs up some
other place, that one is a thief and a plunderer. 2 But he that enters through the door is shepherd of the sheep. 3 The
doorkeeper opens to this one, and the sheep listen to his voice, and he calls his own sheep by name and leads them out.
4 When he has got all his own out, he goes before them, and the sheep follow him, because they know his voice. 5 A
stranger they will by no means follow but will flee from him, because they do not know the voice of strangers.” 6 Jesus
spoke this comparison to them; but they did not know what the things meant that he was speaking to them.

(John 10:7-15) Therefore Jesus said again: “Most truly I say to you, I am the door of the sheep. 8 All those that have come
in place of me are thieves and plunderers; but the sheep have not listened to them. 9 I am the door; whoever enters
through me will be saved, and he will go in and out and find pasturage. 10 The thief does not come unless it is to steal
and slay and destroy. I have come that they might have life and might have it in abundance. 11 I am the fine shepherd; the
fine shepherd surrenders his soul in behalf of the sheep. 12 The hired man, who is no shepherd and to whom the sheep
do not belong as his own, beholds the wolf coming and abandons the sheep and flees—and the wolf snatches them and
scatters them— 13 because he is a hired man and does not care for the sheep. 14 I am the fine shepherd, and I know my
sheep and my sheep know me, 15 just as the Father knows me and I know the Father; and I surrender my soul in behalf
of the sheep.

But, we can use that mega-fail of Jehovah's witnesses "religion" for faith, because an apostasy this severe is square as day in the
prophecy. (Zech3:1-3) Jehovah's witnesses trip into evil, is a very bad sign.

At the same time, it is good news of a huger great sign, the final prophecy cycle has even begun by this apostasy. But, the temple
judgment will make it recognizable to millions of sheep in time. (Dan8:13-14)

God has permitted this (2Thess2:11-12), because it is to be a wake up call for many sheep (Matt25:1-13) and the "Fine Shepherd's
voice" for the sheep as well.

Jehovah's witnesses devolution into Devil Worship as guided by their Devil GB, is how we know where we are in the prophecy.
(Dan11:32a; Dan 8:12; Zech3:1-3; 2Thess2:1-9)

Use all of this foretold marked signal apostate negativity for the faith, the time for this apostasy to also reap what it has been sowing
will also come. (Dan8:13-14)

Thank God we have "sighed and groaned", and availed ourselves of the Christ "Take a Vacation" Command, to get OUT of the JW
Org Death Trap, NOW! (Matt24:15; Dan11:32-35)

Christ ALONE is The Salvation

Thus, it makes us focus on Christ as the only salvation, and he can even "remove the sin", not just in forgiveness, but in the removal of
the basis of its actuality.

Firstly, Christ is the salvation. THAT is all to focus on and pay attention to, REGARDLESS of anything human beings or demons do,
stay focused on CHRIST ALONE, which is the same as focus on God Almighty ALONE, as one Immortal Duo of One Salvation.

NOTHING spiritual or physical can replace them, such as "a religion", NOTHING.

(Romans 8:35-39) Who will separate us from the love of the Christ? Will tribulation or distress or persecution or hunger or
nakedness or danger or sword? 36 Just as it is written: “For your sake we are being put to death all day long, we have
been accounted as sheep for slaughtering.” 37 To the contrary, in all these things we are coming off completely
victorious through him that loved us. 38 For I am convinced that neither death nor life nor angels nor governments nor
things now here nor things to come nor powers 39 nor height nor depth nor any other creation will be able to separate us
from God’s love that is in Christ Jesus our Lord.

Christ's sacrifice already bought the world, he can apply it even to those ignorant and misled concerning him, now [alive] and at that
time.

He will do so for those now dead, why not for those now alive and those who will be alive at his arrival? 

So, we are examining salvation not just for those with faith, but for those who may not have faith, and those who may never have heard
of Christ (for there are some), and those who have been deceived by religion as its reproach came on God and Christ unjustly, from
the corrupted actions and lies of the religion machine.

Religious slander, has to be compensated for come salvation time.

Some people who hate religion (which is understandable given its sordid record) project that hate onto God and Christ who have been
slandered by religion.

For many reasons, "religious people" can be very annoying, self-righteous hypocrites and a huge "turn off". Their "corporatocracy" 
and its highest ranking leaders, are from a brood of hypocrites who have bathed in the blood of all the wars of this world (Rev18), they
work their harlotries for the here and now, plain and simple, yesterday and tomorrow.

We have the record, no one is "making this up". So, it is no surprise how a record like that can end up slandering and reproaching
God as the target of blame, day after sad day of religion's sad existence.

That exact slander effect, has always been the Devil's goal with his "religion design" and its self-centered corruptions and self-serving
warped ideas and deluded agents. Satan wants people to hate God, by mistakenly thinking God has something to do with the
reproaching farce called "religion".

If someone has been fooled unjustly, and has a recoverable attitude, they will be saved:



(Psalm 68:18) You have ascended on high; You have carried away captives; You have taken gifts in the form of men, Yes,
even the stubborn ones, to reside [among them], O Jah God.

Captive: "a person who has been taken prisoner". As we know, "captives" can have a few meanings spiritually, but only one physically.
For this application it is the "stubborn captives" of the future, who we are referring to.

For this examination of prophecy, it is not these people who "offer themselves willingly on the day" that are being referred to:

(Psalm 110:2-3) The rod of your strength Jehovah will send out of Zion, [saying:] “Go subduing in the midst of your
enemies.”  3 Your people will offer themselves willingly on the day of your military force. In the splendors of holiness,
from the womb of the dawn, You have your company of young men just like dewdrops.

It is these guys:

(Acts 8:2-3) But reverent men carried Stephen to the burial, and they made a great lamentation over him. 3 Saul, though,
began to deal outrageously with the congregation. Invading one house after another and, dragging out both men and
women, he would turn them over to prison.

(Acts 9:3-9) Now as he was traveling he approached Damascus, when suddenly a light from heaven flashed around him,
4 and he fell to the ground and heard a voice say to him: “Saul, Saul, why are you persecuting me?” 5 He said: “Who are
you, Lord?” He said: “I am Jesus, whom you are persecuting. 6 Nevertheless, rise and enter into the city, and what you
must do will be told you.” 7 Now the men that were journeying with him were standing speechless, hearing, indeed, the
sound of a voice, but not beholding any man. 8 But Saul got up from the ground, and though his eyes were opened he
was seeing nothing. So they led [the new captive] by the hand and conducted him into Damascus. 9 And for three days
he did not see anything, and he neither ate nor drank.

The truth is, if someone has not been too warped into an incorrigibly evil attitude and actions (you know, like Saul [used to be]), even if
they think they hate God and or Christ [due to religious slander and deceptions which reproached them], they will be "taken captive".

Had Saul just been asked to follow Christ, what would he have said to you? The captives won't be given a choice either. That
"kidnapping" is ultimately for their benefit, as they will soon understand. In some cases, Christ will NOT take No for an answer.

By telling them THE TRUTH of the matter, God KNOWS which people can change just as he KNEW that exact scenario concerning
the Lying Christ Reproach from the Jewish religious leaders, and the evil effect it had on the [future] apostle Paul, when he was yet in
his Stubborn Saul Mode.

At first, Saul was indeed confronted, notified, then blinded and led away and thus "taken captive" by Christ; in no way would Saul have
volunteered for that experience from his original mindset, which was rabidly dead set against Christ like a Saul-Mongoose against a
Christ-Cobra. Saul had to be "taken captive". It is what it is.

But, he came around and became a hugely positive force for the Christian purpose, rather than a destructive negative thinker like he
[used to be]. And what "changed Saul"? BEING CONFRONTED TO THE FACE BY CHRIST!

And there are many "Sauls" out there now, and there will be many when Christ arrives, and he will do the same thing to them with his
"Light".

There are even MURDERERS against Christ, like Saul was complicit in the aid of, who will be "taken captive" who are now DEAD-
SET against Christians. True, not all murderers are like Saul, and not all murderers only target Christians like Saul.

The point is, God knows who these exact kind of persons are, and when Christ comes he will know where to find them.

THAT IS WHY we have these Bible principles and stories for this time period coming. The principle of the conquering Kingdom is
known to have the power to take captives. And we know God can use horribly bad and negative realities for His own good and
positive purpose.

(Romans 11:29-32) For the gifts and the calling of God are not things he will regret. 30 For just as you were once
disobedient to God but have now been shown mercy because of their [Israel's] disobedience, 31 so also these now have
been disobedient with mercy resulting to you, that they themselves also may now be shown mercy. 32 For God has shut
them all up together in disobedience, that he might show all of them mercy.

And that is how "Saul's Disobedience" now aids many to understand they can respond voluntarily with the same assured forgiveness
as was given Paul. God can turn the seemingly worst case scenario, into the best of outcomes.

And for those who REQUIRE a face to face confrontation as "the only way to get through to them", that confrontation will occur when
Christa arrives, that is also why he will be here. God and Christ are NOT going to kill a person who can be shown another way, and
who will accept it.

And God knows these things in exact detail, even if it requires a captivating confrontation scenario, so be it.

Rather than Christ giving his brothers a break by vaporizing Saul into a pyroclastic white-ash poof of glowing smoke and vapor to
soon disappear into the wind, (like Christ most certainly could have done), which would have truly removed Saul's nuisance and
resistance, Christ EMPLOYED Paul instead. 

In Christ's wisdom, he did remove Saul; just not in a flash of lightning provided poof of "Saul" into smoke and ash.

He [INSTANTLY] replaced Saul's internal unreality with the Kingdom Mission Reality. He not only "removed" the "Saul" in the "Paul",
but then he used that "Reborn" New "Paul", like a [relentless] "Christian on Steroids", to then HUGELY AID the purpose of God at that
time, and on into today and tomorrow. 

He converted Saul's hatred, into Paul's love employing the same high-energy format, but directed into a positive purpose. Destroying



people is only a last resort with God or Christ, a truly "there is no other way".

The case of Saul of Tarsus proves that! And the Romans 2:12-16 details which we will get to, and others, are from that same Paul
from God by inspiration, the positive work from "Saul's conversion" is STILL at work! It will be known forever.

Faith In Christ

Christ's first ministry has all the foregleams of his completion drive of the future. Think of the open free positivity of Christ first ministry
and imagine it empowered by a 100 billion angels of Christ and the energy of the Milky Way in just part of Christ's Mighty God
Immortal reality come that time.

If Christ expended ALL of his life force and energy to secure the Passport to Salvation for human beings by his sacrifice to the death,
and not a pretty one at that, why would he waste all that energy and purpose destroying a person he has PURCHASED in that
manner? It would only be unless THERE WAS ABSOLUTELY NO OTHER WAY.

No one is going to be nailing Christ this time, this time the score is to be settled permanently. But, that immortal blood salvation, borne
of the worst of miserable criminal circumstances can now save many people.

That is a perfect example of how God can turn a horrible situation into the best salvation power available. Christ's blood has
IMMORTALITY in it, a potential for all the sheep whether human or heavenly, if we cooperate with its purpose. (Rev22:14) 

SALVATION is our OWN choice. It is amazing how quickly a person could be deeply compelled to make that choice, and that Christ
Sheep Sweeping Parousia (Dan12:11; rev14:6-8) is when that holy spirit inspiration will be peaking for that final purpose for this
Adamic Age then concluding.

And not everyone will require being confronted in the way Saul was, to be taken captive. But, we know, that option is available.

Because religions or "faith" and membership "in religion" is just an idol and never was a required criteria for salvation, but actually
works against it, the final world judgment has to look for the faith first:

(Luke 18:8) Nevertheless, when the Son of man arrives, will he really find the faith on the earth?”

Then all the other assessment scenarios for salvation first, will be fully carried out. FAITH in Christ is what salvation is (Rev14:12), and
that is a salvation by deliverance from a final period of time when salvation will equate to survival (Matt24:21-22) into an opportunity to
never have to die, to live forever not "just survive" thereafter. 

That is why the "just wait until you die and go to Heaven" attitude cultured by many religions is not the attitude to entertain for this final
period coming up, like nothing in the living life phase itself matters.

That is why that is the main product on the Commercial Church Shelves. It is not that it is not a truthful offer, it is the real motive for its
use: Controlling people into complacency and manipulability.

The truth is, Satan employs truth in his most effective lies, and we can find all of these mixtures in Christian "religions". Christian
[religion] is Satan's Main Pharmacy for this target market.

But, to get to reality, we have to read the Bible ourselves.

To help, if we read prophecy and the Bible with the view to open the salvation as wide as Christ has truthfully opened it since he first
arrived, we will find all the required "open salvation" proofs in the Bible for the "worst case scenarios", which God judges, not we
ourselves but we know it is out there.

Now if we realize faith is the target to minimize, we know some will have succumbed to the effects.

But, we can realize that the human conscience in absence of any secondary guide, has been provided. It may be true it too has been
minimized to even non-existent in some people, but in some, it remains a motivating force in people "who demonstrate the matter of
the law to be written in their hearts". (Rom2:15) 

In fact, many stories and histories of human beings "doing the right thing", even in the worst of circumstances, are available.

And we find the majority of them have no direct connection with any "religion". It is true "religion" can provide divine documents like the
Bible, which have aided a person's moral conviction to personally strive to do what is right.

But, human perseverance in some to do what is good, has never been dependent on a religious context. In fact, some of the ugliest
records of human behavior, are connected with periods of terminal religious fanaticism.

The point of this, is that there is an inherent force in some human beings, by means of conscience, which retains a bit of the "in God's
image" quality in spite of the fallen nature of the Adamic human reality.

And that is not present for no reason, if the conscience is respected and exercised, it can be the basis of a person's salvation. The
human quality and power of love is composed of actions and principles which give evidence of its existence in a person, regardless of
any secondary affiliations. 

(1 Corinthians 13:1-8) If I speak in the tongues of men and of angels but do not have love, I have become a sounding
[piece of] brass or a clashing cymbal. 2 And if I have the gift of prophesying and am acquainted with all the sacred secrets
and all knowledge, and if I have all the faith so as to transplant mountains, but do not have love, I am nothing. 3 And if I
give all my belongings to feed others, and if I hand over my body, that I may boast, but do not have love, I am not profited
at all. 4 Love is long-suffering and kind. Love is not jealous, it does not brag, does not get puffed up, 5 does not behave
indecently, does not look for its own interests, does not become provoked. It does not keep account of the injury. 6 It
does not rejoice over unrighteousness, but rejoices with the truth. 7 It bears all things, believes all things, hopes all
things, endures all things. 8 Love never fails. 

Love is not dependent on a religion. Because it is the basis of salvation in the most important command of God, to love God and



neighbor, if that is present as God is the judge, that person cannot be destroyed at the Christ arrival, regardless what motivated its
actual existence and performance.

In fact, love is greater than faith, because faith would be leading to being more powerful in love as the end goal. And if we had the faith,
but not the love, "we are nothing":

(1 Corinthians 13:13) Now, however, there remain faith, hope, love, these three; but the greatest of these is love.

A as a blessing of God love can be found in many people, and it is not we who judge it it is God. It would be plainly ILLEGAL of God
and Christ to destroy a person at Christ's arrival who they judge as loving, regardless of the context of that person's life.

THAT is why love is the greatest fail-proof quality a person can possess or practice improving in. It is the ultimate challenger of the
human being in our Adamic state, where love is targeted for removal by powers beyond human, and it is difficult to express
completely.

But love is a broad quality and power, it has more precise attributes in how it is expressed such as by faith, hope, mercy, kindness
and reasonableness, to name but a few.

(Galatians 5:22-26) On the other hand, the fruitage of the spirit is love, joy, peace, long-suffering, kindness, goodness,
faith, 23 mildness, self-control. Against such things there is no law. 24 Moreover, those who belong to Christ Jesus
impaled the flesh together with its passions and desires. 25 If we are living by spirit, let us go on walking orderly also by
spirit. 26 Let us not become egotistical, stirring up competition with one another, envying one another.

Mercy is a quality of love, and it affects a person's assessment by God. Mercy can be a saver.

(James 2:12-13) Keep on speaking in such a way and keep on doing in such a way as those do who are going to be
judged by the law of a free people. 13 For the one that does not practice mercy will have [his] judgment without mercy.
Mercy exults triumphantly over judgment.

(Matthew 5:7) “Happy are the merciful, since they will be shown mercy.

Merciful people? Christ will bend over backwards to save them, it is what it is, it is as rare as cosmic gold. And it matters not if they
are Christian.

Many merciful people are present on Earth from all sorts of backgrounds and nations. That does not even need to be defended or
explained further. It is a NO BRAINER! 

But, it is Christ who assesses this quality, we cannot even judge ourselves because we already know how self-deception works.

Thus, we cannot judge another human being, we leave that power and authority to do so from God, to Christ. But, never should
religious dictates have narrowed the truth about salvation at the Christ arrival.

Helpful people are also "bend over backwards" savable.

Now we know by examples like Rahab and Job (non-covenantal generic human situations), the "sheep" of Matthew 25 (helpful people
in general), and the "good Samaritan" (helpful and merciful), that helpful people who are not predatory and hurtful must also be saved.

Helpful and merciful actions equate to "loving our neighbor". Those who love, must be saved. Now if we find we have faith, but struggle
to express love as well as we would like, faith in the sacrifice is available for forgiveness in this weak area. 

Thus, faith and love can aid each other, because the human ability to love greatly varies and that is often outside of the context of faith
as well.

That is, you will find loving people with little faith, and people with great faith with little love. It is just the way it is, faith does not always
mean you become Mr. or Mrs. Lovey Dovey instantly.

Likewise, love does not equate to instantly following Christ upon the reading of a page in a Gospel account. 

Christ is coming to this world to converge the two into one new human being reality, but all in its own time, and for each person in their
own time.

In either case, provided "little love" has not turned to hate and mercilessness, both conditions could be savable. But, the truly
powerfully loving person, is the condition that "never fails", it remains the greater.

Whatever criteria the falsely-accusatory Satan uses to attempt to seal a "sin that incurs death" by [his own debased context of
accusatory condemnation], God must reciprocate the criteria for [His own context of the Christ Blood future "retroactive" seal for
salvation], wherever possible, to the nth degree.

Even if a person has little or no faith, but had the cooperative potential only God would know, the sacrifice can be applied by God to
the living in that state, just as He most certainly will to many already dead in this same condition.

If God can determine even ONE GOOD REASON the person could be saved, the person will be saved, they must be saved:

(Romans 2:12-16) For instance, all those who sinned without law will also perish without law; but all those who sinned
under law will be judged by law. 13 For the hearers of law are not the ones righteous before God, but the doers of law will
be declared righteous. 14 For whenever people of the nations that do not have law do by nature the things of the law,
these people, although not having law, are a law to themselves. 15 They are the very ones who demonstrate the matter of
the law to be written in their hearts, while their conscience is bearing witness with them and, between their own thoughts,
they are being accused or even excused. 16 This will be in the day when God through Christ Jesus judges the secret
things of mankind, according to the good news I declare.



(Romans 2:26) If, therefore, an uncircumcised person keeps the righteous requirements of the Law, his uncircumcision
will be counted as circumcision, will it not?

Those are the principles that can apply to people whose own conscience is their guide to "do the right thing".

There are people like this out there and who will be there when Christ arrives, and being justice himself from God Almighty, Christ
must apply the salvation criteria as it has been revealed in the public document, the Bible, which has these principles and explicit
statements in it. 

Why else would some "sheep", as in Matthew 25, be asking how they were being saved like total clueless noobs?

Because that is what they have to be in those "noob" sheep, total clueless noobs who had not even read Matthew 25, those people.

They were helpful and merciful, and it got them saved beyond their own imaginings, and so they wondered.

The truth is there are some goats who think they are sheep, there are some sheep who think they are goats, and there are many who
have no idea what they really are or want to be. 

Those "people of the nations" who do "the things of the law" by conscience, will become sheep very quickly as some of their helpful
and beneficial constructive "secret things" save them.

That is for that Revelation 14 " day" when " God through Christ Jesus judges the secret things of mankind" which by that time is "
according to the [everlasting] good news" being deployed by Christ's Angelic Air Force. (Rev16:17) 

For those who have tried to "do by nature the things of the law", people who sought good and helpful goals, they must be saved. It will
be a "good day to live".

(Matthew 21:31-32) Jesus said to them: “Truly I say to you that the tax collectors and the harlots are going ahead of
you into the kingdom of God. 32 For John came to you in a way of righteousness, but you did not believe him. However,
the tax collectors and the harlots believed him, and you, although you saw [this], did not feel regret afterwards so as to
believe him.

How else could "harlots" and "tax collectors" "believe Christ" so as to be forgiven and saved preceding the holy-elites in the nation's
own "religious leaders" and priests?

Their hearts were moved and affected and that by John, not even the Christ himself yet. Yet, some of the religious leaders remained in
the heart of stone unphased, but worse, they were murderous.

The fleshly sins were outweighed by the spiritual desire as aided by FAITH. But, we also have many "sinners" just like those "harlots
and tax collectors" of Jesus day, who may not be winning the battle with the flesh as well as we might have hoped and thought we
could. But, the magnitude of the sins we are all stuck in no matter what we may try to "be perfect" at, they do not all "incur death":

(1 John 5:16-17) If anyone catches sight of his brother sinning a sin that does not incur death, he will ask, and he will give
life to him, yes, to those not sinning so as to incur death. There is a sin that does incur death. It is concerning that sin that
I do not tell him to make request. 17 All unrighteousness is sin; and yet there is a sin that does not incur death.

A fragment of faith, and a drip of desire to be a "better person", even if it is a roller-coaster battle, MUST save a person at that time.

The truth is the sins of a "porn star", the modern day professional "harlot", or a coercive financial-thug, the modern day "tax collector"
are minimal in magnitude to "riding the wildbeast" as a UN NGO, as long as they are not murdering people in the process.

Fleshly sins of lust and greed are simply not as serious as spiritual sins of lust and greed, as UN NGO "harlot" JWs will prove for us in
time, as led by their own evil WT "tax collectors".

The Pharisees Jesus was addressing have now been reborn in Jehovah's witnesses and their Governing Body holy-elites in their
nation's own "religious leaders" and priests.

Willful murder is not a sin (if willfully engaged in), that will be overlooked come the day, it is a serious spiritual and physical sin which
can "incur death". Repenting from past murder(s), like David and Saul of Tarsus were involved in and accomplished the repentance
from later, must be forgiven.

Trying to do these sinful practices in the Kingdom of Christ rule over Earth, is when these things can no longer persist:

(Galatians 5:19-21) Now the works of the flesh are manifest, and they are fornication, uncleanness, loose conduct,
20 idolatry, practice of spiritism, enmities, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, contentions, divisions, sects, 21 envies, drunken
bouts, revelries, and things like these. As to these things I am forewarning you, the same way as I did forewarn you, that
those who practice such things will not inherit God’s kingdom.

But in this world, the "great crowd" will not be expected to be as optimum as say 100 years into Christ reign of the future, which even
then will not be total perfection. Fleshly sins "not incurring death" at this time, will have to have a greater allowance, because:

1. God and Christ KNOW this world is the perfect SUB-OPTIMUM REALITY which has created the context of ALL of these fleshly sins
in the first place.

For some people more than others, it can take time and 'intensive care unit' total attention [and miracles] to get people back on track,
a track some never have been on due to circumstances well beyond their own "skinned and thrown about" control.

God and Christ must take into account the abusive and deceptive context this world has developed from, when assessing the
salvation of the future. 

A. Christ has miraculous power to cure ANY physical addiction or obsession, in a DAY, and he will use that DAY after he saves these
sub-optimized people first. THAT is why they can overlook the sinful state "not incurring death" in anyone willing to agree, and in even



those God and Christ [alone] know could become agreeable with a little help. Christ's Kingdom has more than a "little help" coming,
they can accommodate many sub-optimums to get savable people to that help, direct.

2. Religions love to hypocrite-harp on these "guilt complex" things to paralyze people with guilt for better manipulation.

Thus, we know these "religious" hypocrite-laws are just a useless distraction, just like we see JWs paralyzed with guilt so as to be over
the GB barrel, anytime those thugs or congregational-elder-thugs require it, without so much as one complaint.

JWs own guilt and fear of man silences them as their own guilt is also their own Pied Pier Steering Wheel. 

3. Because "inheriting the Kingdom" takes place over the one thousand year reign unto Revelation 22:14 in the satanic release of
Revelation 20:7-10, God and Christ can work up from the gutter this world is in, they KNOW the base scenario, Christ has the blood
passport to cover whatever they determine can be recovered REGARDLESS of the context Satan has tangled it within.

(2 Peter 3:8-9) However, let this one fact not be escaping your notice, beloved ones, that one day is with Jehovah as a
thousand years and a thousand years as one day. 9 Jehovah is not slow respecting his promise, as some people
consider slowness, but he is patient with you because he does not desire any to be destroyed but desires all to attain to
repentance.

It is true, repentance is required, but circumstances vary. The battle with the flesh can become a personal world war with our own body,
taking years to "attain to repentance" in certain target battles of the flesh.

Thus, not giving up is the goal, regardless of the miseries, setbacks, and disappointments along the way.

(1 Peter 4:1-2) Therefore since Christ suffered in the flesh, you too arm yourselves with the same mental disposition;
because the person that has suffered in the flesh has desisted from sins, 2 to the end that he may live the remainder of
[his] time in the flesh, no more for the desires of men, but for God’s will.

In time, it will take when we do not give up.

(1 Peter 5:10-11) But, after you have suffered a little while, the God of all undeserved kindness, who called you to his
everlasting glory in union with Christ, will himself finish your training, he will make you firm, he will make you strong.
11 To him be the might forever. Amen.

We know, when examining Jehovah's witnesses, that a rigid punishing and merciless stance to control people by the unjust use of
engineered guilt and fear, merely drove some JWs into secrecy to sin, like their CEO GB Hypocrites.

It also made them obsessed with retaining their "holier than thou" illusion, at all costs. Guilt made Jehovah's witnesses too weak to call
their Criminal Lords in the GB for the mega-sinners that they are. JWs cowered in fear to their sinner elders, because they thought
those Corporate Igors must be "better than me".

But now, the whole ship is lost because no one had the billiards to speak up. In this case, "no lips, sink ships".

JWs started to "disfellowship" people for many sins that "do not incur death" like fanatic "holier than thou" "inquisition" minions. At the
same time, JWs started to condone and justify enormous transgressions against God like their UN NGO (Matt24:15) and their support
of their own engineered internal pedophile network they have protected for the perpetual activity of child abusers. 

JWs hid cases of child rape as WT-Policy for decades, while the JW "Judicial System" further rapes the children spiritually, and for
their whole lives if JWs can keep them in the GB Torturer Dungeon long enough.

JWs sacrifice children.

But rather than toss them into the WT Incinerator literally, they offer them up globally to their Pedophile Molech god. Much bloodguilt
has been the result now. It is of the most serious severity because of the most innocent type of blood, the blood of children and the
"little ones", is what the JW Organization spills.

(Matthew 18:6) But whoever stumbles one of these little ones who put faith in me, it is more beneficial for him to have
hung around his neck a millstone such as is turned by an ass and to be sunk in the wide, open sea.

(Matthew 18:14) Likewise it is not a desirable thing with my Father who is in heaven for one of these little ones to perish.

That is what is in store for the Bloody JW Organization of Stumbling. (Dan11:32-25) They can only mock God for so long. (Dan8:13-
14)

JWs did this to save their own face, claiming they did not want to bring "reproach on Jehovah's organization" when the crimes that
formed that reproach had already occurred.

JWs figured SECULAR JUSTICE was somehow a "reproaching God" sin against God. THAT is how skewed and warped Jehovah's
witnesses have now devolved into becoming as taught by their Sordid Governing Body of Criminals. 

But, it was their own obsession with killing every gnat in their midst, as exacerbated by their own GB induced fear, guilt and self-
loathing, which built the preparatory delusional atmosphere to carry out a sin covering blanketing effort to this terminal degree now
seen in this modern JW charade. These cover-up techniques did not cover sins for very long, though.

And when the JW Sinfest did start to surface, like stacks of children's bones rolling out of the Kingdom Hall Closets, by then the
magnitudes of the evidence of these many crimes "religiously" covered-up, was off the global charts.

You could build a city of bones the size of San Diego, from the JW Boneyard of the Innocents.

(Matthew 23:23-24) 23 “Woe to you, [JWs and your Governing Body], hypocrites! because you give the tenth of the mint
and the dill and the cumin, but you have disregarded the weightier matters of the Law, namely, justice and mercy and



faithfulness. These things it was binding to do, yet not to disregard the other things. 24 Blind guides, who strain out the
gnat but gulp down the camel!

JWs have swallowed the UN NGO Camel, but obsessively strain the "gnats" of the common human sins of weakness.

That is how they are distracted from the grand-magnitude of their far larger ministerial transgressions. JWs are simply too busy
chasing gnats around the camel, to see the UN NGO Camel they have set up in their Temple midst (Matt24:15) at the same time.

And they have a veritable Swarm of Gnats to examine with spiritual magnifying glasses as their wooden eyes seek splinters in
everyone else's eyes. Total blinded spiritual drunkenness is what it all added up to.

So, now, like the Mother of All Reproach Bombs, look what the JW "Sins Cover Up" and "GB Damage Control Plan" has been
exploding into. JW Hypocrite "Vesuvius" has now EXPLODED like a Global-WT-Volcano of JW-Spiritual-Sewage and Reproach on
God's name. (Zech3:3) JWs are their own worst enemy now.

No one can out-slander JWs own actual record, "the apostates" are the top authorities running and ruining the JW ministry today. We
KNOW now, that "JW Law Covenant" is an illegal corporate fraud farce idolatry of men, and that it is no basis of salvation, but a
masterful deception into destruction and assured condemnation.

If God Can Forgive Jehovah's Witnesses

Jehovah's witnesses have taught us a final lesson. Only accepting the 666 of world government worship and allegiance is worse than
"riding the wildbeast" as a UN NGO Co-Promoter of the Counter-Kingdom.

Essentially, JWs are spiritual preview of "accepting the mark of the beast, 666". But, ironically, this can actually aid people's faith in
Christ and in their own salvation potential.

It would be hard to outsin Jehovah's witnesses, let's put it that way. Yet, some JWs who do repent in the Daniel 8:13-13 Temple
Judgment, will be forgiven. And in that opportunity for repentance for Jehovah's witnesses, as the intended purpose of the "end of the
world" of the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy (Rev8:1-7), it all spells more open salvation proof for the basic human.

God will forgive wildbeast spiritual UN NGO "we are not a governmental organization" JWs who repent, even after the ministry was
misled to even deny God's Kingdom is a Government which Jehovah's witnesses were indeed tasked with representing. And if He
could forgive that monumental veering to the very edges of Gehenna as misled by the Governing Body's trip there, a person would be
hard-pressed to outsin Jehovah's witnesses. 

If repentant Jehovah's witnesses can be forgiven, so can any repentant human of earth, essentially.

With eyes-wide-open, we would have to be particularly evil in an incorrigible manner to outdo JWs. THAT is how serious their little
"wildbeast ride" really is, but it too, is for a good future purpose in what it can teach us later. Plus, Jehovah's witnesses have been
actively aiding and abetting known pedophiles, as well as their GB Pedophile Bosses and corporate money laundering thieves.

Well, it all spells "open salvation" guaranteed for the repentant is what it will do. It fulfills signal apostasy prophecy, and its negativity
will be used for a better purpose.

Jehovah's witnesses apostasy has helped us realize just how "everlasting good news" the final salvation sheep drive of Christ must
become, and exactly how a religion can twist the "good news" into a destructive lie. (2Thess2:11-12) It all further affirms Christ [alone]
is the salvation.

 

 

Notes

[1] How the Bible Students Sell 666 World Government Even Now

Now Bible Students are very interesting because they teach the tribulation does resolve, and that into world government:

""The separation of populations was useful during the past 4000 years. Nations guarded themselves against
each other. Language barriers kept people close to those of like tongue. With the advent of mass
transportation, national barriers began to break down, and in the past two centuries many barriers have been
removed. Zephaniah prophesied of this, “My determination is to gather the nations, that I may assemble the
kingdoms” (Zephaniah 3:8).

In this prophecy, Zephaniah says this gathering of peoples precedes the trouble that will consume
governments replacing them with a beneficial world government established by Jehovah through Christ and
his Church. The confusion that has existed since Babel will be removed. Attempts to establish a unified society
will be superseded by a truly beneficial world-wide rule.

Whether literal, figurative, or both, Jehovah says that in the kingdom, all will learn a new language, “Then will I
turn to the people a pure language, that they may all call upon the name of the LORD, to serve him with one
consent” (Zephaniah 3:9). The message of divine grace and truth then promulgated will be pure. It will bring
rich blessings to all who receive it. Let us look forward to that day of true unification!""

https://herald-magazine.com/2016/09/01/today-in-prophecy-septemberoctober-2016/

The problem is, the Bible Students are trying to sell their flock and peoples the notion that 8th King world government is instead
"Jehovah's World Government", they never do mention how God has to bring Christ in, to first remove the "8th King" World

https://herald-magazine.com/2016/09/01/today-in-prophecy-septemberoctober-2016/


Government, as Christ becomes the World Ruling "King of kings". "King North" "8th King" World Government is what comes after this
global-crisis resolves. Now, it is plain as day the danger in the above quote and audio commentary. But I do not know if that is the
Bible Students corporate clerics teaching this or a web commentator promoting 666 World Government on their own. But, that is how
the pitch shall go, none the less.

 

[2] Christian Sovereign Prophecy Status: Stalled

Christian Sovereign Prophecy Status
Wildbeast Continuum (Revelation 17)
Symbol/Nation Globalist Date Clergy IBSA JW Future
King/Head 1       

Egypt  1500
BCE     

King/Head 2       

Assyria  800
BCE     

King/Head 3       

Babylon  600
BCE     

King/Head 4       

Medo-Persia  500
BCE     

King/Head 5       

Greece  300
BCE     

King/Head 6       
Rome  1 BCE Stall    
King/Head 7      Reaffirm

Anglo-America  1914
CE    Reaffirm

Rev13:11-15; Dan12:11 UN1 1919
CE  >>>  Reaffirm

Rev 17:8-11 UN2 1945
CE   Stall Reaffirm

Dan11:31b; Dan8:23 UN3 1990
CE    New

Rev17:8-17; Dan12:11 UN4 Future    New

King 8/Entire World
Government Future    New

Christ Arrival

 
New

Notes:
Christendom "clergy" never have explained an entire prophecy
continuum with any modern finality or completeness. But that
academic stagnation have stalled all Daniel prophecy with Greek
and Roman fantasy "applications" for now a couple centuries
minimum. The Revelation is just a Quagmire of Useless Fluff in
Christendom Academia, absolutely useless as far as any modern
time reality.
Jehovah's witnesses are the latest detour to undermine the point of
furthest
Christian prophecy progress since after 1945. The Apostate JW
Coma is now several decades active, but it is also foretold.
(Dan11:30-35; Dan8:11-14)
After that nap, JWs devolved into a Corporate GB Cult Worship
Group who now cover-up globalization and world government
prophecy as globally-known UN NGO "Wildbeast's Little Helpers",
as cult-worshipers in obedience to their Corporate Babel CEOs.
JWs are now also absolutely useless.
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